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Baruch lends hand to Haiti relief efforts
 Students and faculty give their support
during the aftermath
of Haiti’s devastation.

The Baruch community has come
together in an effort to help the
victims of the earthquake in Haiti.

BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

See FEATURES and ARTS & STYLE for
Baruch Unites for Haiti, held last
Thursday, was an informative event
that invited students to learn more
about contributing to relief efforts
for the victims of Haiti. The event
was hosted by Denise Delgado, the
Haiti Relief Coordinator and assistant director of student activities.
The atmosphere in the Multipurpose Room was emotional.
“I think that something like this
is beneficial, especially to bring
the Baruch community together,”
said Delgado. “It’s unfortunate that
we’re coming together for such a
sad event, but nonetheless I think
that reminds the student body of
the community and the family.”
Dr. Corlisse Thomas, the assistant vice president for student
affairs, began the event with a discussion of the importance of hu-

more Haiti Relief coverage.

SEE RELIEF PAGE 7
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Obama admin files new FAFSA
BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
STAFF WRITER

Student aid filing is no longer
the burdensome task it once was
thanks to recent efforts from the
Obama administration to simplify
the FAFSA application.
The proposed changes were laid
out in September, in a report by
the Council of Economic Advisors
and the National Economic Council, two groups that advise the U.S.
President on economic policy.
According to the report, the goal
of the revisions was to simplify the
application process for students
and their families and to make college more accessible.

“With more than one million
students who likely qualify for aid
failing to complete an application,
it is clear that a central goal of student aid programs — ensuring that
college is within the financial reach
of all qualified students —is not
being met,” said the White House
report.
Previously, the application consisted of numerous, often complicated questions regarding students
and their families’ financial resources, many of which had “little
or no impact on student aid eligibility,” according to the document.
Federal officials predict the
updated 2010-2011 FAFSA will decrease the number of students who

Fed exec highlights bank role

did not apply for aid due to the application’s previous inconveniences.
“When I ran Chicago schools we
did a study to find out why our students weren’t going to college and
we found literally that the biggest
factor was this form,” stated Arne
Duncan, Secretary of Education, in
a video interview by the Washington News Observer.
Financial aid representatives at
Baruch less readily scrutinized the
former FAFSA application.
“Personally I really wouldn’t attribute the difficulty of the form to
be the prime detriment in obtaining aid,”

SEE FAFSA PAGE 4
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Spotlight on Dean Birdsell, political pundit of
New York media.

During the ongoing economic
developments of the now receding financial crisis, which had been
building since 2007, regulatory institutions had to step up their efforts
to prevent the economy from collapsing, changing their traditional
roles and American citizens’ perception of them. In an exclusive interview with The Ticker, Jai Sooklal,
head of funding and liquidity risk
management at the New York Federal Reserve Bank (Fed), discussed
his personal perspective on the
Fed’s actions and provided details
about his role in the bank.
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Sooklal, who received his MBA
at the Wharton School and attended Columbia University as an
undergrad, has over 15 years of experience in the financial services
sector. He joined the N.Y. Fed last
April, and briefly described the
New York Fed’s structure and how
his group operates.
“I’m part of the bank supervision group, and broadly our responsibility, as the name suggests,
is to go out and do examinations on
a variety of different risk areas; for
example, funding and liquidity risk.
There’s also a market risk group, a
credit risk group, and an operational risk group,” said Sooklal.
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MONDAY 2/1
February is Black History Month.
Look out for upcoming events on
campus.

TUESDAY 2/2
The Office of Student Life will host
the fundraising event Hot Chocolate for Haiti from 12:30 - 2:30 p.m.
on the second floor of the VC.
Proceeds will go to the Doctors
Without Borders Haiti fund.

THURSDAY 2/4
Professor Ted Henken of the
Department of Sociology and the
Black and Hispanic Studies will be
discussing Haiti’s history, politics,
and culture in the Haiti Teach In
event in NVC 5-150 from 12:302:20 p.m. The event will end with
a call for action on ways to help in
our communities.

FRIDAY 2/5
The Starr Career Development
Center will hold its Spring Internship Fair from 1-4 p.m. in the VC
Gymnasiums. Business attire is
required along with a Baruch ID.

USG Briefs
COMPILED BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

Times’ Local at CUNY J Journalism professional
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

The CUNY Graduate School of
Journalism, an institution which
fosters the development of changing journalism, recently partnered
with The New York Times to manage
one of the company’s blogs known
as the Local.

“We are testing
out some very new
things here to see
what will work,
what won’t work...”
-Jere Hester,
Director of NYC News Service,
CUNY Graduate School
of Journalism

”The Local is a communitybased blog that covers news within
the Fort Greene and Clinton Hill
neighborhoods. Besides work written by community contributors, the
site features content from reporters
and editors.
According to The Times, the Local blogs “stand as an example of a
fast-growing trend of mainstream
news organizations farming out
some of their reporting to outsiders.”
According to Jere Hester, director of the New York City News Service at CUNY J-School, former blog
writer Andy Newman filed his last
post on Friday, Jan. 22, leaving the

responsibilities of the site in the
hands of the graduate school.
The Poynter Online reported
that The Times is turning over editorial rights to an editor paid by
CUNY as part of a $300,000 grant
from the Carnegie Corporation of
New York.
“The CUNY J-School is in a good
position to try new things and The
Times is still very much involved,”
said Hester.
Since the site debuted last
March, CUNY J-School’s faculty
worked with The Times to develop the site. According to Hester,
CUNY Grad School students published stories over the summer and
worked to bring community contributors “into the fold.”
The students also attended
training sessions to enhance their
writing and reporting skills.
The Times and the CUNY Graduate School of Journalism also
worked to formulate a network of
advertising mechanisms to help
the financial obligations of the hyper local site.
Hester also believes that the
turnover is an experimental approach to determine whether hyper local news will expand in the
future.
“We are testing out some very
new things here to see what will
work, what won’t work, and hopefully compile together some sort of
model that will be able to be replicated elsewhere,” said Hester.
The “Interactive Hyper Local” is
a pending course that will consist
of 10 students who will produce
stories for The Local under the
community-generated platform.
“Journalism, especially community journalism, has to be a conversation,” said Hester.
“Students will be able to engage
and use the skills of traditional
journalism in their reporting.”

gives newspapers advice
BY CYNTHIA VIA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

As newspaper companies continue to file for bankruptcy, media
professionals are looking for ways
to reinvent the newspaper business.
Jeff Jarvis, the director of the
Interactive Journalism program
at the CUNY Graduate School of
Journalism, blogs about the future
of newspapers and in December,
offered his advice for the industry.
He points out that many newspapers are going into bankruptcy and
leaning on their debt, when they
should be taking this as an opportunity to reinvent themselves and
rely on entrepreneurship.
Currently, newspaper companies are restructuring their debts
instead of replacing management
who had failed to make strategic
decisions to remain profitable.
“If these companies took just
one or two papers each among
their 66 to experiment with new
models, to radically rethink and
resize them, and to learn instead of
demolishing their old institutions
brick by brick, they and their stilldying industry would be much better off, ”said Jarvis in a 2009 Faster
Times article.
In recent years, newspapers’ advertising and subscription revenue
have been cut due to the rise of online sites that allow people to read
news and advertise for free. Print
advertising, the main source of income for major newspaper companies has plummeted in the past
four years.
According to the Newspaper Association of America, since 2005
the industry’s annual ad sales have
dropped by more than $20 billion,
causing a 40 percent decline.
For established newspaper
companies to remain sustainable,

Grant funds ‘green’ campuses at CUNY

The first Undergraduate Student
Government meeting of the Spring
2010 semester will be held on Feb.
2 at 5:30 p.m. in the USG Conference Room.

The Undergraduate Student
Government will be hosting a
President’s Luncheon at 12:45 p.m.
in VC 3-215. Please RSVP to Zanib
Khan via email with your name
and club name at zanib.khan@
baruchmail.cuny.edu.

THE TICKER
WOULD LIKE TO
WELCOME NEW
AND RETURNING STUDENTS.
GOOD LUCK
THIS
SEMESTER!

Jarvis proposes they start acting
like entrepreneurs, ““bravely facing the new realities and making
bold moves to utterly transform
themselves.” In his blog, Jarvis lists
options for newspaper companies
currently facing bankruptcy as well
as the business models he believes
are “remedies.”
Some of his options include:
staying in print but splitting up the
functions of the company and outsourcing anything possible, investing in a distributed network of independent local and interest sites
with the company adding value
with curation and sales, and creating a pure ad network.
“News companies must find a
way to charge for news distributed
online,” said Joshua Mills, journalism department professor.
According to Mills, an antitrust
waiver from Congress would allow
publishers to conspire to charge for
news online.
Impremedia, the largest Spanish-language publishers and one
of the few to shrink by outsourcing
and eliminating efficiencies, are
currently implementing a strategy
of putting digital first. Its CEO, John
Paton, has outsourced its print
products of La Opinion in Los Angeles, the nation’s biggest Spanishlanguage daily, and El Diario La
Prensa, the oldest Spanish-language daily in the United States.
Editor and Publisher, a print
and digital based company today
holds 42 percent fewer employees
and the company produces more
than 97 products on seven robust
platforms of web, widgets, mobile,
TV/video, audio, social media and
print.
“Newspapers cannot be profitable until they shed their production and distribution costs — that
is, printing and delivering the paper,” said Mills. “No amount of cutting the staff will do that.”
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 CUNY received a $150,000
grant which will
fund green initiatives on three of
its campuses.
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR

With new funding for improving
campuses, CUNY’s colors are fading from orange and blue to green.
According to a press release
from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the institution has

been awarded $150,000, enabling it
to cultivate its green initiatives.
Although the grant was distributed in cooperation with the
Brookhaven National Laboratory
and the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority, in CUNY, some of that money
will be used to allow advanced
software tools to determine energy
efficiency and power management
opportunities in the university’s
campus buildings.
According to John Senn, a press
officer for the EPA, the money will
contribute to the examination of
energy consumption among three
CUNY campus buildings, and will
determine how the amount of
power purchased can be managed

better.
Those three CUNY campus
buildings are Lehman, CCNY and
Bronx Community College.
“The EPA is hopeful that this
project will result in strategies to
limit energy consumption,” said
Senn.
According to the EPA, the institutions where the grant money is
going will provide recommendations for reducing energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
Each school will work closely with
the community to apply these tools
to various facilities such as housing
projects, hospitals and hotels.
“These grants provide invaluable
resources to experts who already
have innovative and practical ideas

about how to prevent pollution
from getting into our environment,”
said Judith Enck, EPA regional administrator, in the press release.
Jim Lloyd, assistant vice president of campus operations, is glad
that CUNY has been awarded some
money, although it is not nearly
enough.
“We did a study and determined
that we need to spend upward
$10 million to upgrade. $150,000
doesn’t buy a lot but it does buy labor,” he said.
Lloyd also stated that CUNY
“can definitely use the grant” and
put it toward hiring consultants
who would survey buildings and
write up reports that would prioritze where to spend the future capital dollars on fixing the system.
According to the Long Island
Press, funding will also allow CUNY
schools to model efficiency standards after SUNY Farmingdale and
Stonybrook.
According to Lloyd, CUNY is an
appropriate target for the grant because it is the largest university in
the nation that enables even greater energy savings.
The EPA has also awarded money to Buffalo State College Department of Hospitality and Tourism
and to Kean University in New Jersey, which will use the grant to assist other univeristies in the area to
reduce their energy consumption
and greenhouse gas emissions.
The grant is part of a $4 million funding in grants that the EPA
awards each year in an effort to prevent pollution across the nation.
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Paterson pushes more CUNY cuts Former CUNY officials
to take on finance roles

BY ALYSSA TROPEA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last August, a $51 million cut
from CUNY’s budget created many
financial woes for city universities
and students obtaining a degree.
According to CUNY’s 2010/2011
Budget Request, last semester’s
student matriculation set the highest record for student enrollment
with a total of 259,000 students
registered for fall 2009 CUNY credit
courses.
While the number of students
are multiplying, CUNY funds are
limited, and with less money to pay
professors, CUNY tuition rates have
increased a total of 14 percent.
Taken into effect this past fall,
full-time student tuition increased
an additional $300, totaling at
$2,300 per semester. Part-time students faced a $25 increase, totaling
at $195 per credit.
Amanda Trenton, a part-time
student at the Borough of Manhattan Community College is just one
of the many CUNY students feeling
the effects of recent cutbacks.

“It’s tough when I’m working
and going to school,” said Trenton.
“I feel like I can’t catch up on paying bills or getting my school work
done.”
On Wednesday, Jan. 6, Governor David A. Paterson proposed
another $5.2 billion in state budget
cuts to decrease funds mostly from
Medicaid and education over the
next year and half to help New York
out of debt. By mid-year 2010, Gov.
Paterson is hoping to take $53 million in CUNY cutbacks.
The Associated Press reported
that Gov. Paterson recently proposed another 5 percent cut from
school aid and 47.7 million from
the City University of New York.
According to Gabriel Eszterhas,
vice president for administration
and finance, if the governor’s proposal remains unchanged CUNY’s
overall budget will increase by approximately 1 percent, but that
percentage is not enough to meet
mandatory needs increases.
“Essentially, we took a cut at
the beginning of the year in order
to create a reserve and this reserve

turned out to be enough to cover
the portion of the midyear cuts issued to Baruch,” said Eszterhas.
With a total of $104 million in
budget cuts this past year alone,
CUNY should expect to see yet another increase in tuition and possible decrease in faculty members.
“We have a partial freeze on hiring, especially for administrative
positions, and we have cut certain
categories of expenses,” said Eszterhas.
Baruch graduate Jhonson Don
said, “It’s unfortunate that the Governor believes taking money away
from schools will create less of a
deficit. The lower CUNY’s budget
becomes, the more money we have
to spend, and less students will
graduate.”
While the proposals seem harsh,
the state is facing a $12.5 billion
deficit, and according to Gov. Paterson, these cutbacks will make all
the difference toward getting New
York back to a less spendingmore
conserving state.

FAFSA takes a new form
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

said Vincent Coffey, Baruch’s Direct Loan coordinator.
But he has not completely written off the changes.
“I have a wait-and-see attitude
but in light of other adjustments I
have higher hopes,” stated Coffey. “I
like it. It’s progressive. It’s novel.”
At the start of January, FAFSA
filers saw 22 fewer questions on
the application, with an enhanced
“skip logic” feature to allow students

to bypass questions that don’t apply to
them.
The new application also permits
families to transfer tax data already
submitted to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) to their FAFSA form.
Additional changes include an automatic estimate for Pell Grant and
student loan eligibility, according to
USA Today.
Government reform in the financial aid application process is one of

the steps towards achieving President
Obama’s campaign promise of boosting post-secondary enrollment figures.
“President Obama has challenged
the nation to once again achieve the
highest percentage of college graduates in the world,” said Duncan.
“To do that, we need to make the
college-going process easier and more
convenient.”

BY MEGAN LAW
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On Jan. 4, the CUNY Board of
Trustees appointed Marc V. Shaw
and Matthew Sapienza to fulfill financial positions.
Shaw will serve as interim senior vice chancellor for budget, finance and financial policy. His appointment follows the unexpected
passing of Ernesto Malave, the vice
chancellor for budget and finance.
Malave succumbed to healthrelated causes while representing
CUNY at a conference in Puerto
Rico last November.
This period was a critical time
for CUNY because mid-December
marked the establishment of the
state executive budget and late
January accompanied the creation
of the city’s financial plan.
“We are incredibly fortunate
that Marc Shaw is available for the
position,” said Jay Hershenson, the
senior vice chancellor for university relations and the secretary of the
Board of Trustees. “Marc has virtually unrivaled experience in fiscal
matters.”
Shaw has previously held the
office of first deputy mayor and
deputy mayor for operations under
Mayor Michael Bloomberg, as well
as executive director and chief operating officer for the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority.
“He is well-known in city and
state government as a person
of great integrity and extensive
knowledge about fiscal issues and
their policy implications,” said Hershenson.
Shaw will be responsible for
supervising and managing the finances within CUNY’s 23 colleges,

professional schools and central
administration.
“The University is an agency
that has to pay great attention to
the fiscal and economic situation
and its impact on CUNY,” said Hershenson.
As a result, Shaw’s experience
in state and municipal government
makes him well-qualified for the
position.
Sapienza previously served as
university budget director and has
more than 21 years of distinguished
public service in senior-level budget and finance administration under his belt.
“Matthew Sapienza came to
the University with a great deal of
experience with the New York Department of Education,” said Henderson. “He has an extensive relationship with the public schools,
which are very much a partner of
CUNY because so many of our students come from public schools,”
According to CUNY Newswire,
Sapienza will be managing $2.6 billion in city and state tax-levy operating funds, including more than $1
billion in tuition revenues.
According to Hershenson, while
Sapienza held the position of university budget director, he worked
side by side with Malave, developing a relationship with him although they held different jobs and
positions.
“Going forward, there is no
question that Ernesto will remain
in our hearts,” said Hershenson.
“I know that Ernesto would join
me in saying that the University
is very fortune to have Mark Shaw
and Matthew Sapienza step in the
middle of the year at this very important time in CUNY.”
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Relief event triggers emotions Lentol proposes online

alternative to higher ed
BY GEESOO KIM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

Attendees of the Haiti Concert particpated in a moment of silence to remember the victims during the candle of remembrance.
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

manitarian service. Citing service
like President Barack Obama and
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. as examples, Dr. Thomas encouraged
students to provide their support
during the aftermath of the catastrophic situation.
“Since the devastation of Jan.
12, my office has heard from many
Baruch students who are of Haitian
descent,” she said.
“To the students of Baruch’s
Haitian community please know
that Baruch stands with you in support of you and will do whatever we
can to help you rebuild your lives
and rebuild Haiti,” said Dr. Thomas
as she held back tears.
Following Dr. Thomas’ address,
Baruch student Claudine Belony
gave a brief testimony of her personal tragedy, and later introduced
guest speaker Daphne Leroy, vice
president of marketing and com-

munications at the National Association for Multi-Ethnicity in
Communications. Leroy is also a
member of the Haitian Roundtable,
an organization of Haitian-American leaders
According to PR Log, a free online press release service, the Haitian Roundtable is an organization
of Haitian American leaders “who
are committed to civic engagement
as well as philanthropic endeavors
benefiting the island of Haiti, Haitian organizations and causes.”
Leroy, a Baruch graduate, expressed gratitude for the event and
spoke about the background and
history of Haiti. She also spoke
about the work of her coterie in
Haiti in an effort to provide students
with ideas to assist the country.
“Although Haiti has been portrayed as a poor country, I want you
all to walk away understanding that
although it may be impoverished,
the people are resilient and spir-

ited,” said Leroy.
Special guest Richard Cave,
a musical artist from the Haitian
band Carimi, also attended the
event. Carimi is known as one of
the first younger generation bands
to produce music that expresses
the political issues in Haiti.
Cave, who graduated from Baruch with a degree in finance,
shared his first-hand experience of
the earthquake and its devastation.
“We were in Haiti touring in Haiti
when the earthquake happened,”
said Cave. “What people don’t understand about earthquakes is that
they are so fast that within three to
four seconds I saw buildings and
houses fall down ... I saw something that had totally changed my
life, and that day I thought it was
the end of the world,” said Cave.
The gathering ended with a candle-light moment of remembrance
for the people who passed away.

In an effort to assist students
pursuing a career but hoping to do
so at a lower cost, Assembly Member Joseph Lentol has proposed a
bill that would create an online college within the CUNY.
According to City Hall News,
Lentol’s pending virtual college will
allow students to pursue degrees
that they would at a campus-based
institution, but with the convenience of taking classes online.
“I think more people than ever
will seek to go to school with this
program,” said Lentol.
The Legislative Gazette reported
that the “college” would be part
of CUNY but run as a separate
school.
Although Lentol has considered
plans to support the new initiative
with allocated federal stimulus
funds for education, he does not
have full support from representatives of CUNY’s academic legislature.
Barbara Bowen, president of
the Professional Staff Congress
union, stated that students who
earned their degree online would
be robbed of opportunities given
to those who attended traditional
colleges. Bowen elaborated by saying that students would be unable
to interact with peers or receive the
same level of mentorship from professors and that it might be difficult
for students to communicate with
their professors through the internet alone.
Deborah Glick, chair of the Assembly’s Higher Education Committee, said “I’m not sure which gap
Assembly Member Lentol thinks
he’s filling.” Glick also questioned
whether the legislature should be
responsible for managing CUNY

CITYHALLNEWS.COM

and SUNY and how much Lentol
truly thought about the proposed
bill.
However, Glick does endorse the
aspect of the bill that offers greater
availability of a college education.
Despite opposition, Lentol believes that the online alternative is
the “new age of higher education,”
and will continue to get the legislation finalized. “This virtual age that
we live in has created a whole new
world,” said Lentol. “This is going to
happen with or without them, and I
would prefer it happen with them,
because they’re good schools.”
According to EarnMyDegree, an
online higher education marketing company, the bill is currently
under revision by the Bill Drafting
Committee and is “expected to be
introduced soon.”
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Opinions
Courage

POLITICAL CARTOON

“Courage” can be defined as the ability to confront fear,
pain, risk, danger, uncertainty or intimidation. According to a
quote by English writer Mark Rutherford, “When we are afraid
we ought not to occupy ourselves with endeavoring to prove
that there is no danger, but in strengthening ourselves to go on
in spite of the danger.”
Courage does not mean that one should have no fear. It is
the ability to venture into new territories despite one’s fears.
Courage is accepting the challenges of life and happily moving forward.
Life is all about uncertainties, which can make people uncomfortable. For example, one might not end up in the graduate
school that they maintained a perfect GPA for.
There is no real security. Something can always go wrong.
We have no control over external forces. The beauty of life is
in its uncertainties. Life is truly an adventure when one does
not know what will happen next.
Unfortunately, the unknown also happens to be one of our
most common fears.
People who confront their fears become stronger and open
more doors for themselves. The confrontation of one’s fear
leaves one feeling victorious and emboldened.
Sometimes people delay dealing with their problems and
end up even more scared. This delay prevents their growth and
forward movement. Like all other problems, fears can pile up
and silently kill the body and mind until a person becomes a
complete failure.
Some people are scared of going after their dreams; they
fear losing when they put everything on the line. The only loss,
however, is to give up on your goals and dreams.
Life is completely lived and enjoyed when people pursue
their dreams. People who have lost truly know the meaning
of success. These people know what “courage” really means
because they persistently follow their dreams in the face of
uncertainty and possible failure.
I have noticed that people who follow conventions have a lot
less fun in life. Unconventional people fear less and are always
trying new things. They find new solutions to problems and new
ways to live life. Sometimes, no matter how hard we try to set a
routine, external forces will always prove stronger.
One can never get too comfortable;there will always be
fear, pain, risk and danger. Dealing with all these struggles
requires the courage to accept failure with an open mind and
let it guide us to success.
-Hina Jehan, ’11
Human Resources Management

Always wear a smile
The spring semester brings a whole new bunch of classes
and many new friend-making opportunities. Make sure you
do not miss the chance to make the best of your social experience at Baruch.
If you had some trouble finding your niche last semester, try
a different approach this time around. Maybe you were always
waiting for the girl that sat next to you in biology to strike up a
conversation with you; this time, you can be the initiator.
Do not wait for a clique to fall into your lap, because the
odds are against you. You need to be bold; step out of your
shell and do not think too hard about your next move. This is
not a game of chess that requires strategy. It doesn’t require
anything except guts.
There is no need to be formal either. A simple “Hey!” when
you walk into class can be the entrance you need.
Making friends is no easy task in such a busy city. You need
to broaden your horizons and you need to network.
If you hear about a concert, go. If a club interests you, join.
Joining clubs is a great way to make friends. Clubs are full of
people who share your interests and want to meet you.
You also need to make yourself approachable. You need
to make sure that you look willing to converse. Texting and
listening to your headphones will make you more difficult to
approach. Don’t cut yourself off from your classmates either.
Choose a seat in the thick of the crowd, not the one in the back
corner. If a seat opens up in a study area, take that one instead
of sitting alone.
There is no need to spend the rest of your college years alone
or searching for your clique. You will see results if you put in
some effort. Put yourself out there and, as cheesy as it might
seem, always wear a smile.

ILLUSTRATION BY KATIE ALARCON | THE TICKER

YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS
To the Baruch College Community,
Hillel at Baruch College has come a
long way since it’s inception in the 1930s.
We embracee an open-tent philosophy
that welcomes Jewish students of all
backgrounds and students from other
faith and cultural traditions. We are truly
blessed to be part of the most ethnically
diverse college in the country and be an
active part of the creative and entrepreneurial culture at Baruch College.
One particular highlight from last
year was “Shalom, Salaam, Peace,” a program that brought together the Muslim
Student Association, Women in Islam
and Hillel to talk about the shared values
of community service and faith between

the Muslim and Jewish religions. Also,
last semester we invited all the clubs
and organizations to drop by and use
the eighth floor “sukkah,” a structure that
is built each year to celebrate the holiday
of Sukkot. We have also sponsored ads
in The Ticker highlighting prayer service
times for some of the faith-based groups
on campus.
This semester we will partner with
USG, SOCA, CSA and the BSA to help
raise vital funds and supplies for victims
of the tragic earthquake in Haiti.
Construction will soon begin to consolidate our existing space on the third
floor into one unit, “Hillel at Baruch-The
Ruth and Sam Perelson Suite.” Ruth, a
member of the Class of 1958 and Sam,

of the Class of 1956, were both editorsin-chief of The Ticker. They are excited
that this gift will brighten the campus
community.
We look forward to using our new
space to bring together the entire Baruch
community through co-sponsored activities that help fulfill Abraham and Sarah’s
vision of an open tent. We cordially invite
you to come to the suite whenever you
can for coffee, tea and chocolate from
Israel, to learn more about Hillel, and
to celebrate Ruth and Sam’s gift to the
campus with us.
With Shalom, Salaam and Peace,
Hillel at Baruch College
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The war in the Middle East USG looks forward
As the most powerful military in
the world, the military structure in
the United States is certainly worth
understanding, especially because
of its effect on the largely unsuccessful campaign in the Middle East.
The organization seems symmetrical and gives the impression that it
is a great base from which to operate. Nobody questions our military’s
arrangement; it seems normal to us
that this is how it should operate.
Our military is set up as a hierarchy. The enlisted personnel at the
bottom perform operational tasks.
The junior officers in the middle
perform tactical tasks. At the top of
the hierarchy, senior officers make
strategic considerations.
In short, upper management creates the outline of where the organization wishes to be; middle management decides how the organization
will get there and line-level employees carry out day-to-day operations
to achieve their objectives.
Information is generally pushed
from the top down. One would assume, safely, that this is how a military should work.
It is no secret that emerging corporations adopted formal military
structure in the early 1900s.
For many companies today, this
arrangement works. These weak-

nesses do not debilitate the organization’s mission.
Let’s take a look at a growing
trend in today’s business environment: companies that emphasize
creativity, information gathering
and sharing, and innovation. If a
company that relies upon these concepts to succeed adopted a traditional military-style organizational
structure, it would fail miserably.
The traditional organizational
structure is terrible at information
sharing.
Traditionally, information is
pushed down upon employees.
Upper management comes up with
an idea and shares that information
with middle management. Middle
management, in turn, shares that
information with lower management.
Upper management does not
adopt information sharing and
does not request information to be
pushed back up the chain.
How could an organization that
emphasizes power, control, and
punishment seriously believe that
their employees will not hold information back when there is a culture
of intimidation?
Before World War I, success did
not depend on creativity, innovation, and information gathering and

sharing.
As we learned in Vietnam, it now
does. Our traditional military structure is anachronistic.
We must win the war in Afghanistan with speed and precision, but
speed is not a key feature in the traditional organizational structure.
Why is that we cannot defeat an
enemy we outgun and outnumber?
They have turned our weaknesses
into their strengths.
We must operate our military in
autonomous groups that emphasize
a bottom-up approach. Our soldiers
fighting on the ground are our greatest assets, but we do not have a way
to take advantage of their knowledge in a timely manner.
We can change our strategic
mission and our tactics, but I believe it is a waste of time. We must
think like the enemy to defeat the
enemy. We must mirror our enemy
because they cannot mirror us. We
must gain the upper hand by turning our weakness (their strength)
into our strength and their weakness. It is then that the tide of the
war in Afghanistan shall change.
-Christopher Cubitt ‘11,
Accounting,

It’s the day of the Battle of
Lexington. The noise in the
gymnasium is deafeningly loud,
filled as it is with thronging fans.
You are surprised to see that kid
from English you’ve never spoken to
covered with Bearcats paraphernalia
and sporting blue stripes of paint all
over his body. You’re fresh out of
class and you’re famished, so you
head straight for the concession
stands to grab some pigs in a blanket
and a beer. You hear some of the fans
singing a Backstreet Boys classic and
you begin to wonder what is going
on.
This is one part of what Baruch
College is and it’s a world that takes
some longer than others to step
into.
When USG suggests a weekend
trip to Philly for freshmen,
national and international student
competitions with activity budgetpaid expenses, or concerts at Mason
Hall with A-list performers, everyone
is receptive.
Students want to experience the
madness of the Battle of Lexington.
They want to stomp on the stands
with their friends andchant along
with the entire crowd. They want
to body-surf in the stands, although
this last one may be objectionable to
the Office of Student Life. Everyone
wants to have fun, and students at
Baruch are no different. This is why
I think a “cultural revolution” needs
to take place at Baruch.
For this revolution to take place,
the different groups in Baruch all
need to understand the Bearcat
culture that some are not exposed
to. The students need to open the
Pandora’s box that is student life.
An engaged student is a student
with more opportunities, more
relationships and a better college
experience.
They need to understand

that a higher student activities
budget is monumentally important
for their social experience on
campus. This budget will host worldclass speakers on campus and fund
many different social programs on
campus. It will help build a game
room that looks more like an arcade
than my friend’s basement.
The administration needs to
help student leaders overcome their
roadblocks rather than stymie their
efforts or discourage their ideas.
They need to catch up to the everchanging student body at Baruch.
The faculty needs to take service
to the college more seriously. While
their research is fundamental to
this institution, they are tied to the
students in the pride they have and
the direction they take Baruch in the
coming years.
Luckily, we have a student body
that is very engaged. Many are part
of a club or organization, hold an
internship or job, or are focused
enough on academics to compete
with our rival institutions.
A mix of all of these is necessary
for a dynamic environment.
We have an ambitious
administration that has laid out
solid goals for the institution.
They understand their strengths
and shortcomings and are working
towards building Baruch up for the
next generation of Bearcats. We
have world-class staff members
who students should get to know
better.
As a senator in USG described
it, “Baruch is at a pivotal moment
in its history,” and its up to all of us
to cultivate it for the next chapter
of this book.
-Tanvir Hossain
USG President
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Business
Prominent alum shares thoughts

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Baruch Alumnus Frank Farsi
BY BARBARAH GELIN AND LUIS SUED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER AND BUSINESS EDITOR

Even with the current economic
environment facing the United
States, successful Baruch alumni
have still made time to come to
school and in many instances provide advice and guidance to current students. The Ticker had the
opportunity to interview Frank Farsi, managing director and Americas
chief operating officer of Deutsche
Bank Global Transaction Banking,
regarding the steps to build a successful career path.
Farsi (Baruch ’83), shared his
experiences as an undergraduate student at Baruch College and
provided tips for students seeking
to attain success in the business
world. He also shared his thoughts
on Baruch’s Career Center efforts
in reaching out to businesses to
develop relationships from which
students can benefit.
Farsi, married to Pat with two
daughters, was born and raised
in Brooklyn where he attended
Brooklyn Technical High School.
Farsi referred to himself as a “prod-

uct of a great high school system in
Brooklyn.” After graduating from
high school, he matriculated to Baruch College, where he majored in
Public Administration.
While at Baruch, Farsi worked
for an investment bank, and also
co-founded the Public Administration society. “While completing undergraduate work, I worked
part-time for Merrill Lynch for two
and a half years,” Farsi said.
In respect to his successful career, Farsi accredits Baruch professors for his transition from college
to the ‘real world.’ “When I left
Baruch I had a better appreciation
of the level of independence that
you would need coming out as a
21-year-old or 22-year-old going
out into the real world.”
After starting his career at Marine Midland Bank, Farsi went
on to work for Bankers Trust.
Deutsche Bank acquired Bankers Trust in 1999 and over a seven-year period thereafter, he was
promoted to Managing Director.
“I had a different set of functions
over time and was looking forward
to the path that was carved out for
me,” said Farsi when reflecting on
the time when he joined Deutsche
Bank.
Farsi handles many responsibilities as the Americas COO of
Deutsche Bank’s Global Transaction Banking, ranging from compliance to special initiatives. One key
element of Farsi’s job is to mediate
differences among the businesses
he oversees. “It could be at the level
of staffing, it could be levels of revenue sharing, etc. We’re there to be
an independent source throughout,” he stated.
When asked about the managerial strategy he uses at the Bank,
Farsi talked about the importance
of management information systems and conversations with members of his group. “We can only act

and react if we know about it and
the way we would know about it to
be able to help the business moving
forward is through the integrity of
the data we receive,” he said.
In addition to the many day-today tasks Farsi handles, he said he
enjoys parts of the job that people
in his position may not appreciate.
Farsi feels that the “dynamics and
the ever-changing environment”
he is exposed to is what attracted
him to his job.
Farsi’s managerial experience
came across throughout the interview in many instances, especially
when he talked about what he enjoys at work. “My fire in the belly
starts to really intensify when there
are a lot of balls juggling in the air.
It is challenging to help to try and
bring everything together in more
of a funnel approach,” Farsi said.
This successful Deutsche Bank
executive is quoted by many of his
past interns and new hires on his
insistence on a person’s “fit.” Farsi
believes that individuals coming
into his business need to figure out
if they are the right candidate in a
certain business or organization.
Farsi first picked up the adage
“adapt or perish,” while reading The
Wall Street Journal.
“About 20 years ago, The Wall
Street Journal had a one-page
tombstone ad that was literally a
tombstone and all it said across the
tombstone was ‘adapt or perish,’”
he recalled. “Whether it be individuals, whether it be products you’re
taking to market, services you’re
providing, you’ve got to be able to
constantly show that adaptability;
that changeability; you’re able to
change on a dime as need be,” he
said. ‘‘No matter what the circumstances are you need to be able to
become a chameleon.”
The adaptability and ability to
change given different circumstances is one of the key factors

Farsi looks for when hiring interns
and full-time analysts.
Farsi is very practical when advising students.
“You’ve got to be able to be flexible enough and know opening this
door might open up the next one
and open up the next one,” said
Farsi, while adding that students
should not let dreams and goals
stop them from grasping reality.
While sharing his thoughts from
his perspective as an alumnus, Farsi expressed disappointment in the
career center and Baruch’s efforts
to reach out mostly for financial
contributions than for feedback on
how to get students into the workforce.
“The school may benefit more
from verbal contributions on how
Baruch College can be improved
than from financial contributions,”
said Farsi.
In an effort to recruit in places
closer to GTB’s New York City office, Farsi, along with GTB’s business manager, Rosalind Whitehall,
a Baruch alumna, started to recruit
into GTB’s summer internship program at Baruch in 2009.
“Baruch didn’t reach out to us;
we went to Baruch and said, ‘It is a
local school here in New York City.
We already recruit outside of New
York from a lot of different schools
as well. Let’s look at an institution
in New York; let’s look at a CUNY
university in New York,’” Farsi said.
Farsi stressed that he would like
to see the school improve wherever
it falls short.
“Hopefully, over time the recruitment process will help the two
of you out [the co-authors of this
article] and other students moving
forward,” the alum said while giving his final thoughts on Baruch’s
development throughout the years.

EDITOR’S
LETTER
BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR

Dear readers,
Welcome
back!
Last
year was very
productive.
We provided
extensive
coverage of
major events
on campus,
such as the opening of the
MTA Library, interviewed
professionals in the financial
services industry and profiled
clubs that are making a difference on campus.
During this semester,
which will be my last as the
business editor, I would like
to help business students prepare well for the interview season coming up in the next few
weeks. We will have a weekly
list of questions you should
know, depending on your field
of study and will provide you
with experts’ insights on how
to approach them. We will also
provide extensive coverage
of events throughout campus
and will continue interviewing prominent business executives who can enlighten your
knowledge and inspire you to
attain success.
I hope that this semester’s
articles will “inform, educate
and inspire” you, in the words
of a previous editor.
We welcome any ideas
you might have that can
make the section better or
more attractive to readers
like yourself. Let us know at
business@theticker.org.
Sincerely,
Luis

Finance department revamps major title

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

Professor Tandon talked about the change of the Finance and Investments major title to Finance.
BY BRENDAN CORRIGAN
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

The Bert W. Wasserman Department of Finance and Economics at
Baruch College has revised the title
of the finance and investments major to finance. The change is taking

place as the department is introducing additional courses meant
to provide students with a broader
range of areas of study to choose
from in finance that are not required for graduation from Baruch.
“It is more general [the title],

I don’t think finance and investments is right, because the students here are not really majoring
in investments. Investments is just
one part of finance,” said Professor
Kishore Tandon, chairman of the
finance department.

He added that this consideration was both an advantage and a
motivating factor in the decision.
“It was one of these changes
that there was hardly any discussion about; it just made sense,” said
Tandon.
Current and prospective finance
majors need not be concerned, he
said.
“Anytime there is a change in
the curriculum … students are always grandfathered in, so it never
really affects them,” Tandon said.
“I don’t think we have any plans to
make any major changes actually
in the curriculum.”
When asked about what students could expect graduating into
this job market, Tandon said, “The
field of finance in general will come
back.” However, “it may take a little
bit of time because there is a huge
back log of people who are actually
available in the job market.”
To get an idea of competition
from outside Baruch, Tandon
spoke about other schools offering
a major in finance, namely New
York University, the school with the
top finance program in New York,
which is ranked third in the country
according to U.S. News and World
Report.
“The only one that basically
kind of dominates us at the undergraduate level is NYU, I think the
faculty at Baruch is competitive
… but NYU carries a bigger brand
name in terms of recruitment …
however, we are getting much better,” Tandon said. Despite this, he

went on to say, “I think with other
schools in the area, in the neighborhood, I think we compare much
better actually.”
Tandon noted that Baruch is trying to improve the job prospects for
students. Efforts include additions
of advanced finance courses and
communication-intensive classes.
Tandon displayed enthusiasm for
two classes in particular, “Financial Econometrics” and “MicroFinance.”
“Financial Econometrics,” the
analysis and forecasting of macroeconomic variables and financial
returns, is a response to “an interest
on the part of the students to do a
little more mathematical work,” according to Tandon.
“Micro-Finance,” Tandon stated
“is like making small loans, most
of it is prevalent in Asia and Africa
only, but we’re talking about making small loans actually in the New
York area.”
Looking into the future, the department of finance and economics plans to take advantage of the
endowment extended to the school
by Bert W. Wasserman.
“I want to use some of these
endowment resources we get towards funding some student travel
[abroad], case competitions, and so
on, and I think that will give them
a better prospective as students are
able to compete with other schools,
something that we had not been
able to give much before,” said
Tandon.
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Top executive shares success story

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Melinda Cavalier, David Maldonado, Pam Daddio, Jose Rivera, Armand Del Medico and Lily Martinez.
BY MICHAEL FERRARI
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

Jose Rivera, senior vice president of RMD
Wealth Management Group at UBS, shared
his experiences about his rise to top wealth
manager from a non-finance background
and his thoughts on what students can do to
get an edge over their peers in the financial
services industry in an interview with The
Ticker.
Rivera, whose name represents the ‘R’ in
RMD, came from humble beginnings and
never imagined himself as a wealth manager.
He went to City College to study architectural
drafting, but flunked out after a semester. “I
was more interested in dancing than I was in
studies,” said Rivera.
Despite never finishing college, Rivera
went on to become one of the top financial
advisers in the nation. Rivera made the list of
the top 100 financial advisers in the United
States in 2008.
After “loading trucks for about a year,”
Rivera began his career at Thomson Mckinnon as a dividend clerk in the dividend department. After about a year, he got an offer
from Fiduciary Trusts, where he worked his
way up the dividend department to become
a custody officer.

“As a custody officer I had client accounts
to take care of, but I did not have contact with
them ... I had to perform the administrative
duties and service the accounts in the background,” said Rivera.
A few years later, another friend of his who
moved to a firm called IDS Financial Services
(an American Express affiliate) said, “Listen,
we’re hiring. If you want to be a broker, they
will help you get your license.” Rivera realized
the opportunities he had in front of him, took
the job, and was paid on commission.
After Rivera passed the test to become a licensed broker, IDS sent him to Chaska, Minnesota for training, but decided the lifestyle
of cold winters in Minnesota was not what he
wanted.
Rivera returned home and sent his resume
to the Dean Witter firm, where he was hired
and worked on draw. Rivera explained that
‘draw’ is when, “they give you money but you
owe it to them, so it’s not a salary.” For example, the firm might give an employee $1,000
a month, but the employee has to cover that
amount each month.
Rivera worked long, hard hours, starting
at 7:30 a.m. and ending at 10 p.m. or 11 p.m.
“That was building a business. Cold calling
prospects, in the hopes of eventually turning
them into clients,” Rivera said. Within three

years, Rivera became the number one broker
in his Brooklyn office at Dean Witter.
When the Brooklyn office closed, Rivera
was relocated to the World Trade Center,
where he became assistant branch manager.
Rivera still had his clients to manage, and
was starting to build a good business, but he
felt he needed to attain more success. He saw
even more potential in his business.
Dean Witter sent Rivera to manage a
60-person office in Wayne, New Jersey and
he soon learned that managing was not his
passion. “I enjoyed managing money and
managing relationships with clients. But
managing people? It just wasn’t my thing.”
When Morgan Stanley acquired Dean
Witter, Rivera was asked to manage five to six
top producing brokers in the Morgan Stanley
headquarter office, while keeping his business and managing his clients’ funds. After
that, Rivera became a full-time broker, and
stopped managing. When Rivera left Morgan
Stanley in 2009 to go to UBS, he was ranked
the 15th broker at Morgan Stanley.
As a wealth management group at UBS,
RMD’s investment thesis is built around the
foundation of preserving capital and investments focusing on low volatility. The group
developed five portfolios that follow what
they refer to as “Low Volatility.” “What we
did was look for investment styles that would
complement your traditional IRA investment
or your traditional asset classes,” said Rivera.
“What we found was that the last three or
four years, various families of mutual funds
have come up with some new investment
styles that were only available at one time to
the higher net worth investor through hedge
funds.”
Market neutral funds, Long-Short Funds,
and Opportunistic Funds were some of the
funds mentioned by Rivera. “When you take
those type of investments and you put them
in an investment portfolio of traditional asset
classes, it’s amazing what it does to volatility. You’re actually reducing the volatility of
the portfolio,” said Rivera. This means longer
and greater returns in the market for Rivera’s
clients.
When asked how the group retained its
clients throughout the financial crisis, Rivera
replied, “get on the phone every day.” Prior to
March 9, Rivera had to reassure his clients.
Although the media made it seem like the

world was coming to an end, people were still
purchasing cars, “clothes, food, and homes,”
commented Rivera.
The RMD Wealth Management Group
uses numbers instead of percentages while
exploring a client’s risk tolerance. “You hear
10 percent, and you probably think ‘oh that
doesn’t sound too bad.’ But if you have $1
million and it goes down to $900,000, you lost
$100,000. It’s still 10 percent, but is that going
to bother you?” said Rivera. He explained he
uses “sticker shock” to find out a client’s risk
aversion. “If you give me $100,000 and your
next statement shows it’s 80,000, are you going to throw up or are you going to be okay
with it?”
Being one of the top professionals in the
financial services industry requires various
elements. Personality, work ethic, building
a good business, and staying connected to
investors are the principles that Rivera said
led him to make the list of top 100 financial
advisors by Barron’s The Winner’s Circle. Rivera, who spoke on Jan. 8 about the benefits
of Roth IRAs (Individual retirement account)
on NBC’s NY Nightly News, stressed that you
will need to have a similar personality as your
clients to be successful in wealth management.
“There is a UBS office 10 minutes from my
house. I travel an hour daily to get to my office in New York City. This trip is necessary
to keep me focus and also to keep me from
playing golf, which is one of my passions.
I can very easily go to that office but what I
know is that if I go to that office, in the summer my clubs are going to be in the back of
my car and I’m going to be at the golf course
instead of going to the office,” said Rivera.
Through his experiences, Rivera found
that the students who succeed in wealth
management usually majored in psychology
and mathematics in college. He stressed that
these majors know how to break things down
to simple terms and sell things to a client’s
left side of the brain; where examples are
used to convey knowledge.
The students who have a harder time in
this field are the analytical people. “They
may be better suited for investment banking,
which we consider the other side of the business, but they lack the people skills to bring
it down to where investors can understand,”
said Rivera.

Monthly recap of business events in 2009
BY RACHEL HONG
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The U.S. economy was faced
with a rocky road full of ups and
downs in 2009. As students, we
are both directly and indirectly
affected by the current economic
condition.
In an effort to provide you
with context on the events that
happened last year, the business
section of The Ticker compiled
the major events affecting the
U.S. economy that happened
during 2009, in a monthly basis.
January — Barack Obama is
sworn in as the 44th president
of the United States on Jan. 20,
amid national financial turmoil.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average had fallen by 4 percent, its
worse inauguration-day performance.
February — The U.S. Senate
approved a stimulus bill of $787
billion proposed by President
Obama, with the goal of creating 3.5 million jobs in the next
two years. The package aimed to
lift the economy out of recession
by injecting money into infrastructure, energy, education and
healthcare sectors as well as issuing tax cuts to both individuals
and businesses.
March — The Dow Jones Index plunged to 6,547 in March,
a 12-year low. Having received
$170 billion in bailout funds
from the U.S. government, A.I.G.
announced $165 million bonuses for its top executives on
March 14. Public outrage pushed
President Obama to order Trea-

MICHELLE CRUZ I THE TICKER

Financial institutions had to raise billions of dollars to pay TARP funds back in 2009.
sury Secretary Timothy Geithner
to block the firm’s attempt. Since
the bailout, the public has paid
close attention to Wall Street
bankers’ paychecks.
April — Signs of recuperation
surfaced when several financial
giants such as Goldman Sachs,
J.P. Morgan Chase and Citigroup
posted profits for the first quarter
of the year.
May — Chrysler filed for

bankruptcy on May 1. The results of stress tests, which were
conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank on the nation’s 19
largest financial institutions,
were announced on May 7. The
outcomes indicated that at least
seven banks, including J.P. Morgan Chase and Goldman Sachs,
needed to raise an additional
$65 billion in capital by November. The forecast turned out to be

more optimistic than the industry had expected.
June — General Motors Corp.
became the second-largest industrial bankruptcy in history,
together with Chrysler, marking the downfall of the country’s
first- and third-largest car manufacturers. In exchange for more
than $50 billion funds given to
the company, the United States
now owns 60 percent of the new
GM. The taxpayers had signed a
check totaling $100 billion to rescue the car industry. In addition,
Bernard Madoff, who formulated
the multibillion-dollar Ponzi
scheme, was sent to prison for a
150-year sentence.
July — Goldman Sachs dominates the game as its rivals were
severely hurt by the financial
meltdown. It posted a second
quarter gain, the most profitable
one in the company’s history.
China led Asia out of the gloom
with a 7.9 percent growth in the
second quarter, raising hope in
the midst of a global recession.
August — Using $2.87 billion from the economic stimulus
package, the U.S. government
instituted the “cash for clunkers” program. It compensated
car buyers up to $4,500 for trading in old cars for new vehicles
that were more fuel-efficient. As
a result, auto sales soared significantly and contributed 1.7
percentage points to the nation’s
gross domestic product growth.
President Obama nominated
Ben Bernanke as chairman of
the Federal Reserve for a second
term on Aug. 26.

September — Leaders of the
G-20 nations met at Pittsburgh
to discuss economic policies. At
the summit, the United States
proposed solutions to tackle its
rising budget deficit. The U.S.
dollar depreciated to its lowest
level in a year while the value of
gold continued to rise and stayed
near $1,000 per ounce.
October — The national unemployment rate, which started
at 7.6 percent in January, rocketed to 10.2 percent in nine
months. The U.S budget deficit ballooned to $1.4 trillion, or
about 10 percent of the national
GDP, the biggest figure since
World War II.
November — The unemployment rate decreased slightly to
10 percent. CIT Group Inc., one
of the nation’s biggest funders of
small and medium-sized businesses, filed for the fifth largest
bankruptcy in U.S. history.
December — The financial
institutions gradually hauled
themselves out of the swamp.
Citigroup Inc. and Wells Fargo &
Co. began the process of paying
back the government a total of
$45 billion, distributed through
the Troubled Asset Relief Program. Goldman Sachs, J.P. Morgan Chase and Morgan Stanley
had paid back the money in June.
On Christmas Eve, the Senate
approved Obama’s healthcare
plan. The 10-year measure that
costs $871 billion aims to expand
insurance coverage to more than
30 million Americans. Holiday
retail sales bounced up by 3.6
percent from the previous year.
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‘Liquidity’ chief oversees banks
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The N.Y. Fed oversees what they
call the second district, which encompasses firms in New York State
and Puerto Rico.
Sooklal supervises a group of
risk examiners based within the
N.Y. Fed who periodically examine
the financial soundness of banks
located mainly in the New York
area.
“We do a lot of examinations,
we work with the banks and their
management to ensure that there
are appropriate control and risk
management processes in place.
Bottom line, the Fed is concerned
about the safety and soundness of
financial institutions and of the financial system,” said Sooklal.
Sooklal’s team also monitors
data gathered from financial institutions, with time spans as short as
one day, which enables the group
to determine developing negative
trends in the funding or liquidity
patterns of a given firm.
Funding and liquidity risk management are two of the six components used to assess a bank’s financial condition, according to San
Francisco’s Fed. Capital adequacy,
asset quality, management, earnings, liquidity and sensitivity to
market risk compose what regulators commonly refer to as CAMELS.
Policy development related to
funding and liquidity risk is also
a part of Sooklal’s responsibility,
both domestically and internationally, done through joint work with
international regulators.
“You can well imagine that coming out of the recent crisis there is
a lot of need for enhanced policy
development work in many areas,
one of them being liquidity risk
management,” said Sooklal. He described his efforts as working with
international supervisors to “harmonize global regulatory standards

as far as liquidity and funding management is concerned.”
As the financial crisis unfolded
throughout the 2007-2009 time period, the Fed increased the amount
of loans it extended to depository
institutions. In 2009, the Fed reported earnings of $52.1 billion, of
which $2.9 billion were gains on
loans extended to depository institutions, primary dealers and others, according to a Fed press release
on Jan. 12.
Sooklal said that after Labor
Day, when Lehman Brothers collapsed, the credit markets were in a
critical situation. Sooklal explained
that during that time, “the [N.Y.]
Fed became the source of funding
for many of the depository institutions that are in our region in the
second district.”
Sooklal talked about Term Auction Facility [TAF], put in place in
Dec. 2007, as an example of one of
the various programs created by
the Fed to ease the credit crisis. Institutions were able to actively bid
for funds through TAF, where demand for funds would usually set
the rates, while avoiding tapping a
newly revamped discount window,
due to the negative signals that borrowing from the Fed’s discount window sends to the credit markets, as
explained by the N.Y. Fed’s website.
The site states that if a bank borrows from a discount window, the
action might be seen as a sign of diminished credit-worthiness.
According to the N.Y. Fed’s 2008
annual report, loans to depository
institutions increased from $39 billion in 2007 to over $300 billion in
2008, a 670 percent increase. Of
this amount, just over $220 billion
were loans outstanding under the
TAF program.
When asked if the Fed, a 97-yearold institution created under President Woodrow Wilson’s adminis-

Apply to Grad School
with the right guidance

tration, should now be considered
a lender of first resort as opposed to
a lender of last resort given the advent of the credit crisis, Sooklal responded that central banks do not
want to see themselves as lenders
of first resort, even though the bank
stepped up to stabilize the financial
system.
“The future operating mode of
these institutions, of the central
banks and in particular the New
York Fed, is to not encourage depository institutions to think that
we are a lender of first resort,”
Sooklal said.
Furthermore, Sooklal expects
the Fed’s balance sheet asset size
to decrease in the future, and especially as the economy stabilizes,
further positioning the Fed as a last
resort lender. Sooklal explained
what the Fed is doing in order to
address the moral hazard issue and
therefore the possibility that institutions start acting recklessly by
taking on excessive risks, further
straining their liquidity.
“To address that concern, that’s
when you have the supervision
teams, which have to go in and
ensure that the banks, are in fact,
taking the appropriate steps to
manage their houses.’’ More continuous, active monitoring should
help in that regard.
Sooklal did note though that
banks are reducing their dependency on the Fed as a source of
funding, given the recuperation
of capital markets. Overall, he believes that the U.S. government’s
and Federal Reserve’s actions to
contain the financial crisis seem to
have worked and combined, they
were a stabilizing factor during the
height of the crisis.
Dealing with the complex regulatory issues taking place in the
United States and globally can
prove to be challenging, however

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

N.Y. Fed executive Jai Sooklal heads a regional bank supervision team.
Sooklal stated that a highlight of
his experience at the N.Y. Fed has
been the opportunity to be able to
contribute to the work to “develop
frameworks and standards and
regulations that impact not just U.S.
banks but global firms.”
Recognizing the current difficult job market, Sooklal has an important recommendation for students searching for a job. “… Bring
enthusiasm to what you want to do
… curiosity … the desire to want to
succeed and some way that you can

flict. If there were any challenges
how you were able to overcome
those challenges.

JOBS-CHENNAI.COM
STAFF WRITER

HISTORIANN.COM

BY BRENDAN CORRIGAN
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

In light of the recent economic
situation, Baruch students are opting to attend graduate school. Baruch’s Graduate School Advisor,
May Reilly, spoke to students about
the process of applying and some
of its benefits on Jan. 25.
The process may seem overwhelming, and somewhat pricey,
but its benefits, especially for current juniors and seniors, are invaluable, according to Reilly.
“It’s going to take time and money,” Reilly warns.
While providing insights about
the application process, Reilly sug-

gested students visit the career
center at Baruch. The center provides help to students in the form
of workshops and one-on-one assistance.
Baruch also does “offer information sessions once a month specifically for applying to the Masters
program,” said Reilly.
Personal statement, financial
aid and abiding by the application
requirements are of utmost importance. “If you’re applying for an
MBA, no poems,” said Reilly.
For more information on graduate school applications, you can
contact May Reilly at the Starr Career Development Center.

Views, remarks and opinions
expressed are solely those of Mr.
Sooklal and do not represent those
of the Board of Governors of the
Federal Reserve System or the Federal Reserve System (including the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York).

Ace the accounting interview

BY EUGENE GOYFMAN

The Career Development Center offered a workshop on Grad School applications.

demonstrate that you’re willing to
work hard and do things out of the
ordinary to demonstrate value and
add value.” One’s ability to convey
such traits to a prospective employer may set you apart.

The interview process can be
hectic and nerve-wracking for students. However, with the proper
preparation, students can have
the confidence and ability to succeed and impress the interviewer.
The following article is part of a
series that points out the types of
questions students are likely to
encounter during interviews. According to Nyla Samuels, a senior
accounting major who had interviews with prestigious companies
such as Ernst &Young, PricewaterhouseCoopers, JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs and IBM, the following
questions are ones that are most
likely to be asked by accounting
firms. She notes they include “personal questions, company specific
questions, behavioral questions,
and [questions about] strengths
and weaknesses.”
What are some examples of
personal questions and how
should you answer them?
[One might be] why did you
choose accounting? But, the question you get asked a lot is actually,

tell me about yourself. Once you
are in the interview you need to forget about your GPA, [because] that
is what got you through the door.
So it’s about your personality, and
especially for the big four accounting firms…they need to make sure
that you can get along with people,
so you need to tell them about you
and what is it that you like to do.
What are some company-specific questions and how can you
prepare for them?
In some cases, they may ask you
what it is that you want to do in
the company exactly, and why you
want to work for the company and
what is it about this firm that makes
it stand out to you. You need to
know about the company, and you
have to do the research.
What behavioral questions do
they ask?
They would probably ask if you
have ever worked in a team before,
what was your role in that team,
whether you were the team leader
or just a member on the team. If
there were any conflicts, how you
were able to get through the con-

How do you answer questions
about strengths and weaknesses?
Depending on the company
you’re looking at and the position
offered, you need to adjust your
answers. For example, if they are
looking for someone who has time
management skills and is well organized, you can use that and give
examples. So if you say, ‘I have
good time management skills,’ you
should give an example. I usually
say, ‘I go to school and I work part
time. And I’m also in NABA, so I
have to have time management
[skills].’ A weakness is something
that you are working on. For example, I sometimes have trouble
delegating. So back to the [teams],
I am usually the team leader and
take the most challenging tasks, but
you have to spread the work evenly,
so I am working on that. So, it’s all
about giving examples.
Any other thoughts or advice?
Be prepared. And practice, I
practice with some of my friends.
This help you be less nervous and
more confident, giving an overall
better impression. Also try to reach
out to someone already working in
the company; this can help you find
out exactly what the company is
looking for. Be prepared. You don’t
want to go to an interview and think
‘I’m going to wing it’.
Students who are mindful of
these questions and successfully
prepare for them will increase their
chances of having a solid interview
in the accounting field.
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Transition smoothly into a job
BY BARBARAH GELIN, MICHAEL
FERRARI AND LUIS SUED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER, ASSISTANT BUSINESS
EDITOR AND BUSINESS EDITOR

What advice would you give
students thinking about working in transaction banking in
the future?

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

What would you recommend
students do to get a competitive

Jose Rivera (senior vice resident, RMD Wealth Management
Group, UBS) - They all work [suggestions] but you know what, you
can’t take an internship and just
hang out. You need to be proactive and ask for work, ask, “‘What
else can I do?’ ‘Do you have any
research that I can do?’ And
learn from the broker that you’re
working with.” Stay in front of
them, you really have to bother,
not bother them but really always come in and ask, and ask
for help. “Can you spend some
time with me on this project or
can you spend some time with
me on what is a CDO, or what’s
a put, or what’s a call. What’s
a bond?” They will spend time
with you if you hook up with the
right financial advisor. They will
definitely hook up with you. It’s
important that you do that your
freshman year in college. I know
guys like to go back home and
hangout and take the summer off
your freshman year and then junior and senior year you say “Oh
my God I have to find a job.” And
then you start filling the resume
up with stuff finally for your junior year. You have got to do that
your freshman year, or even the
year after you graduate from high

school. And start feeling around
and remember what we’re asking
you, and your college is asking
you, and what your parents are
asking you is to pick something
that you’re going to do for the
rest of your life right, at 18. Me,
architectural drafting. I didn’t
do that, I did that because my
brother was doing it, and family
is a center of influence. The environment around you and around
your house are probably going to
try and direct you to one place or
another but at the end of the day
you’re going to find it by trial and
error and you’re going to find it
probably in your 20’s, not when
you’re 17, or 18. But I will tell you
this, what I see from my friends
is most of the time, 90 percent or
80 percent of the time, whatever
your dad does, whatever your
mom does, that’s probably the
way you’re going to go for the
most part. Whatever that house
is being feed on is probably what
you’re going to do. I got friends
that are cops and their children
are going to school to be cops. I
have friends that are plumbers
and their kids are going to be
plumbers. Doctors and lawyers;
the same thing. At the end of the
day that’s how it’s going to influence you. I don’t know how we
did architectural drafting in my
house but at the end of the day
that’s what the influence is going to be so what do you do? You
research it like anything else, but
you have to research it like it’s
a course, your toughest course
that you are taking in college is
how you have to research what
you want to be for the rest of your
life. It’s like a final exam. Most
people don’t take that attitude
towards it, go with the flow. You
really have to treat it like it’s your
final exam. You’re going to find

out everything that you know
about what it is that you want to
do. Listen, everybody wants to be
an athlete. You don’t have to research that, you have got to have
the muscle, the athletic ability,
other than that you have to research everything that’s out there
if that’s what you want to do. The
unpaid internships are fine, the
paid internships are fine. The research is fine, what else can you
do? Talk to your friends, parents;
a great source of information. If
there’s something that you think
you may want to do, you talk with
your friends’ parents. Use your
resources around you.
What advice would you give
to students starting their careers in the financial services
industry/banking industry?

DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER

Frank Farsi (managing director and COO, Deutsche Bank)
- It is important not to be afraid
to make decisions along the
way. Decisions need to be made
based on the information available to you. Try to be as collaborative around those decisions
as you can and if you are not satisfied with the ultimate outcome
focus on how to correct it moving
forward. You need to be able to
be flexible and know that opening this door might open up the
next one and open up the next
one. It’s okay to have dreams and
goals but don’t let those dreams
and goals stop you from grasping
reality.

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

After succesfully interviewing
three top executives in the banking
and financial services sector for
this issue, The Ticker compiled
the suggestions these individuals
had for students seeking to enter
the job market in the future.

edge on their peers in this job
market (unpaid internships,
training, workshops, classes)?

Jai Sooklal (head of funding
and liquidity risk management,
N.Y. Federal Reserve Bank) - I
think in terms of students starting out, (if you’re starting out
today) you’ll be given a tremendous amount of responsibility
early in your careers. It is a question of rolling up your sleeves,
getting into it with enthusiasm,
applying everything that you’ve
learned in business school. It’s
also fair to say that business
schools hopefully have taught
people about how to think about

problems as opposed to giving
them the answer to every problem. I assure you, if you are coming out of business school thinking that you have the answers to
real world problems, you don’t.
Hopefully they’ve prepared you
enough so that you know how
to take a problem, break it down
into pieces, go off and chase
down the answers to the different components, pull them
all back together and come to a
sensible conclusion. Then, if you
apply that kind of methodology,
I think, with enthusiasm and
putting in the hours and doing
what you have to do, doing what
it takes to get things done, then
you’re probably on the road to
success.
In the current job market
where students are having a
tough time landing a job, what
would you say are skills or factors that would distinguish students from their peers?
Sooklal - If you bring in enthusiasm to what you want to do
and you have good reasons for
wanting to do it, I think, that kind
of sets people apart. Curiosity,
to the extent you may not have
done something in a particular
field, or maybe not necessarily
have even worked in the financial services industry, or wherever you are intending to go. I
think you want to demonstrate
that you have serious curiosity
and some reasonable interest. It
helps to tell the story about why
you are interested in what you
want to do. The desire to want to
succeed and some way that you
can demonstrate that you’re willing to work hard or do things out
of the ordinary to demonstrate
value and add value.
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Features
Haitian students share their stories
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR

The 7.0 magnitude quake that hit Haiti has
left the country trembling in daily aftershocks.
Aid is still slow to come in some areas, yet the
Haitian diaspora remains resilient. The Haitian population at Baruch feels no different
from the millions spread across the globe;
they are each doing their part in seeing that
relief comes to the country and despite the
devastation, they all remain hopeful and intent on seeing a transformation.
Here, some Haitian students at Baruch
offered their thoughts and concerns:
Rose-Menecie
Connor,
senior, biology and chemistry
“I was over at my friend’s
house and we were watching
CNN when the earthquake
news came on. I said to myself ‘Oh okay’ and didn’t think anything of
it because so many things happen in Haiti,
so I thought it’s just another thing. Then we
couldn’t move because the news kept coming
in and soon the calls started coming in from
family members. My grandmother went to
Haiti two days before it happened and it was
a shocking experience to know that my grandmother was there. I felt like I was in there because it’s my neighborhood, I walked those
streets…it’s like my childhood was totally
erased. I see two things for Haiti right now:
hope and restoration. The people who are in it
have hope and the people outside should not
lose hope either.”
Reginald Cayemitte, senior,
corporate communications
“We’re not sure where my
grandmother and two aunts
are. Another uncle and aunt
were found, and two cousins.
My family is pretty hopeful but I know that the
chances are low. You hear miracle stories everyday but from what I know they were in a
house and we have not heard anything...my

mother went to Haiti because she works for
the U.N…she told me everyone there is trying
to help; they’re trying to ration food and the
airlift droppings of food are hurting more than
helping.”
Dabney Jean, sophomore,
finance and investments
“Right now our family is just
saddened by the distress and
devastation that has struck
Haiti. Although regarded as
one of the poorest countries, Haiti offered a
richness in the people that provided the country a different kind of beauty. This devastation
that has taken the lives of thousands of people
also took away the very people that gave the
country beauty and richness…My parents
have some friends in Haiti and my aunt’s
fiancé is still over in Haiti. We have only
heard from the fiancé who is alive but my
mother’s friend was taken by the earthquake.
I personally think the whole situation is devastating. Haiti has been plagued by horrible
circumstances over the last couple of years
and this one is the most devastating. I don’t
know how long it will take to restore Haiti
again as a unified country.”
Darnell Gilet,
marketing

graduate,

“It’s something that [my
family] didn’t expect. We
just think about how Haiti
was already going through
such tough times and this just acts as something to discourage the community even
more...my mother’s two aunts and uncle were
at the center of where it hit. They are safe
but they lost their homes. Also my cousin’s
uncle lost his home; he had to dig his wife
out from under rubble but they are okay.
Now that the earthquake hit it seems like
things will only get worse…but the one thing
I know is that you will not find another country that has stronger individuals than Haiti.
Haitians are a different breed and are strong
as they come mentally and that is one area of
hope.

Jonathan Jeanty,
more, economics

sopho-

“After the devastation my
family and I are feeling depressed as well as relieved
to hear from family members. So far we’ve heard from the majority of
them. During the short phone conversations
they mentioned that they’re alright and are
searching for a safe and decent place to sleep
at night. I wasn’t born there but I’ve visited
Haiti a few years ago and seeing the status of
the country was very disturbing. Recovery is
going to last many years.”
David St. Jean, senior, marketing communications
“My family and I are
trusting and hoping that
God is in control of the
situation in Haiti. It is
a sad predicament but
we have no choice to trust in God.
We’ve heard from all of my aunts in Port-auPrince. They are doing okay. My aunts are in
the tent communities. We haven’t heard from
my uncles yet. They don’t live in Port au Prince
but they live in a nearby town. Honestly I was
heartbroken about the whole situation. It
seemed hopeless at first. However my faith in
God has been keeping me strong. I trust that
He will take care of my people and country.
I’ve also been encouraged by relief efforts.
Everyone is trying to help out.”
McEason Laventure,
junior, accounting
“My family is feeling
shock and sad but at the
same time we are relieved
because we have heard
from our family members, whom are mostly
my aunts and second cousins and etc. I think
the situation is very chaotic right now and
I hope all the organizations can get the aid
directly into the hands of the people as soon
as possible.”

Two events, a
common view
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR

This week, two events are set to
take place, offering an alernative
spin on the situation in Haiti.
Professor Ted Henken of the
departments of sociology and Black
and Hispanic studies will be moderating a Teach-in for Haiti in the
Vertical Campus, room 5-150 from
12:30 p.m. to 2:20 p.m. on Tuesday,
Feb. 2.
Henken stated that teach-ins
intend to address contemporary
topics in a serious academic way.
“[Teach-ins] give the topics a context that’s lacking in the news media, and that’s what we want to encourage,” said Henken.
The event will bring together
five experts on Haiti to give a “survey” of the nation.
According to Henken, professor
Carolle Charles of the sociology and
anthropology department is set to
speak along with Ned Sublette who
is team teaching a feit seminar with
Henken this semester, Erol Josué, a
houngan or spiritual leader in the
Vodou religion, and two other experts.
“We realize that Americans have
responded but in order to guide a
response, we need to know about
Haiti, its culture and its religion,”
said Henken. “We are guilty of being ignorant about Haiti.”
On Wednesday, Feb. 3, Intervarsity will be holding an evemt
entitled, “A Soulful Celebration of
Haiti” that aims to celebrate Haitian culture.
“This [earthquake] has caused
a lot of pain and sadness but Haitians are the most resilient people,
so we would rather celebrate Haiti,”
said David St. Jean, the secretary of
Intervarsity in an email. The event
will be held in the multipurpose
room and there will be live Haitian
music and proceeds will go to the
relief efforts.

Eight things to look forward to this year
BY RACHEL JESPERSEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

We’ve just barely sunk our teeth
into 2010 and it’s already beginning to taste stale. The parties have
ended, the champagne has gone
flat, and resolutions are breaking under the pressure of the daily
grind. But before you despair, 2010
is still full of promise and excitement. The Ticker has compiled a list
of eight prospects worth investing
some hope in that will make for a
memorable year.

$20, you can enjoy live entertainment; lectures, music, art and samples of more types of tea and coffee
than you ever knew existed from
fine retailers. The festival is from 11
a.m. to 5 p.m. both days, and funds
will be raised for the charity Cup of
Life, which raises money for education in rural South America.
The fourth annual Food Film
Festival, which will be held June 2327 is described on its website as “a
multi-sensory food and film experience where filmgoers are treated to
the food they see on the screen.”

The Winter Olympics
Ah yes, it’s that time again. The
Winter Olympics is back from its
four-year hiatus with plenty more
snow-covered, iced-out winter
sports for your entertainment, not
to mention the athletes clad in
spandex. This year’s games will be
held in Vancouver, Canada from
Feb. 12-25 and will feature events
such as skiing, track, ice hockey,
figure skating, snowboarding, curling and more. You can watch the
Olympics and root for your favorites from home on NBC.
ISLANDWOO.COM

Festivals
Festivals are always a great way to
try new things and get samples of
different items. As the weather
warms up, New York and surrounding areas are hosting some festivals
dedicated to the taste buds. On Feb.
20 and 21, the Coffee and Tea Festival is being held at Seven West. For

Spring
Okay, so spring is something to look
forward to every year, but that’s no
reason not to get excited about it.
Remember on New Year’s Eve when
you vowed that this year you would
stick to all your resolutions? You’ve

broken that promise to yourself
already, haven’t you? That’s why
there is spring. It’s a chance to start
over, a chance to redeem yourself.
And don’t forget it also brings…

help clean up a neighborhood park
or plant trees all in the spirit of what
earthday.net calls “greening up” the
community.

Spring Fling!
As always, Baruch will be hosting
its Spring Fling Street Fair on May
6 from noon to 3 p.m. The event
will include games, entertainment
and food, all housed in the Newman Vertical Campus and free to
students. If one of your resolutions
was to meet some fellow students,
this is the place to do it.
National Stress Out Day
It’s on April 16. Mark your calendars, iPods, Blackberries, or the
front cover of your notebook because by then, you will need a day
dedicated to the release of stress
from trying to stay on top of courses, work, the new club you joined,
even that new idea you’re working
on that will make you money when
you graduate. National Stress Out
Day offers a chance to free yourself
of obligations for one day and this
year, there couldn’t have been a
better day for it to be observed than
on Friday.
The Fifa World Cup
Soccer players from all over the
world compete for the championship in what is arguably the most
highly anticipated global sporting
event.
The acclaimed World Cup only rears

MOVEPERSONALTRAINING.COM

its head every four years, but when
it does the excitement is palpable.
This year the games are being held
in South Africa from June 11-29,
and – while we can’t promise any
Zidane head-butts this time –
screaming, shirtless, face-painted
fans are a sure thing.
Earth Day
Speaking of the world, 2010 marks
the 40th year of Earth Day. It is
celebrated on April 22 but the action begins the weekend before.
With the planet in higher peril
than ever, it’s a time for organizations, governments, corporations,
and worldwide participants to lend
some service and each do a part in
improving the environment. This
is the day to write a letter to a local congressman, join a group and

Brand New Old-School Gadgets
As new gadgets and gizmos are
pushed onto the market each year,
a few more hi-tech inventions for
2010 wouldn’t be that big of a deal,
except this year you can be futuristic and retro all at the same time.
At the 2010 Consumer Electronics
Show, a few companies were showing vintage-inspired electronics
with modern twists: Lasonic has
put out its i931 iPod Boombox, an
iPod speaker that will have you
looking like an old-school b-boy.
Polaroid will release its Polaroid
PIC-1000 later in the year, a newer
version of the old Polaroids. They
will still shoot the classic whiteborder instant photos. According
to photographybay.com the new
camera will be called the PIC 1000
and should cost less than $100.

RICKLAMB.CO.UK
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New York City’s favorite political pundit
 Baruch’s own Dean
Birdsell is often called
on for his commentary.
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

During Monday night’s segment of the
“political potshots” on Fox 5, candidate Harold Ford Jr. targeted his opponent by calling
her a “parakeet.” As the brief coverage continued, there was a particular commentator who delivered a strong and intellectual
interpretation about what this name-calling
meant for the senator election.
He is a familiar face of the Baruch community, and his stern and direct remarks on
Fox reflected the academic values of the campus. This commentator was David S. Birdsell,
dean of the School of Public Affairs.
“I have always enjoyed talking to the
press, and the good thing about it is that this
helps get the Baruch name to the public and
informs the public that there are scholars
connected with the college,” said Birdsell.
Dean Birdsell is not a typical figure of Baruch College. In addition to his role as dean
and professor in the largest public affairs
school in the United States, Birdsell transcends his leadership beyond his work on
campus, and has grown prominent among
popular media platforms for his political
conversations.
His impressive portfolio includes that of
NY1, WCBS, amNew York and other news
corporations, due to his ability to focus on
the dynamics of any situation, and providing
neutral commentary which he describes as
“succinct and incisive, but non-partisan.”
“Media and politics have always been a
great interest of mine since high school,” said
Birdsell, who recalled his active participation
in debating, public speech and political campaigning. With both B.A. and M.A. degrees
from the University of Virginia, along with

a doctorate in public communications from
the University of Maryland, his distinguished
work stems from his fluent academic background. Before his position as dean, Birdsell
played a major role as lead faculty member
working with a variety of government and
non-profit institutions. Along with his colleagues, Birdsell helped foster an academic
program at the college to develop students
into the ideal leaders to service in the private
sectors.
Dean Birdsell centers his work on the art
of communication, media, and information
technology among government and nonprofit administrations. Well-known funders,,
including The JPMorgan Chase Foundation
and the IBM Endowment for the Study of
Business and Government have supported
his academic work.
“The Clark Foundation supported work
on non-profit uses of technology and the effectiveness of non-profit infrastructure overall, while The United Way of New York City
has been very supportive of work that [we]
have done to try to better understand the
leadership development needs of people in
the non-profit sector,” said Birdsell.
He describes his days as “very
tremendous.” The workload is overwhelming with conference calls, meetings with city
agencies, and research and programming to
help improve “the stoke” of the school’s academic programs.
During a political campaign season, Birdsell can find himself overbooked with interviews and inquiries from media companies
looking for the ‘communicative’ voice. Nevertheless, Dean Birdsell continues to demonstrate his eminence by remaining “rigorous
and non-tiresome,” and having the ability to
provide people with “thrust statements.”
“I am not selective with the media organizations, and I have developed respect for the
people in the business,” said Birdsell. “However, I do have a particular soft spot for NY1
and it’s always special to talk to The Times.”
As an individual who believes in the
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Dean Birdsell in his office located in the Administrative Building before an anticipated conference call.
effective use of communication to express
his views and opinions to the public, Birdsell
has found great strength in debate and open
forum.
“Debates are the lead calling card for
political conversation,” he said. “Although,
[debate] is an indirect mode of civic engagement you’re teaching people how to argue effectively, how to research and how to present
themselves in public forums.”
The political idealist also believes in the
relationship between political communication and conveying policies, allowing an opportunity for people to understand both the
mechanisms and how they are necessary for
public communication.
“I think of communication as the act
of creating the covenants with people that
make government meaningful, and I try to
get past the clamorous partisan commentary

that we hear from every end of the political
spectrum,” he said. “What I hope to do in all
of my commentary is to help people improve
their thinking about the role of communication and politics, improve their ability to both
evaluate public communication and, ideally,
down the road to participate in it effectively
themselves.”
Although Birdsell shows dedication and
hard work, he does find personal time to step
back from his hectic lifestyle and relax with
his family of three.
“Free time, what a concept,” said Birdsell.
“But I do find time to play with my young
daughter, and my wife and I have a house up
in the country that we try to visit as much as
possible.”
His wife is also a professor so they both
understand the time constraints. “We take
whatever opportunities we have to escape.”
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Baruch program provides a pipeline to college
YAPHET MURPHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

For many foreign-born high
school Latino students, the dream
of going to college is sometimes
never fulfilled. Obstacles like the
language barrier hinder many Latino immigrants from finishing high
school and destined for low-waged
jobs. But the Latino Youth for Higher Education Program at Baruch
aims to change the grim path of
those students into a well-lit one,
promising success.
The volunteer organization was
established in 2008 and was founded by John Moreno, an international student and undergraduate
majoring in political science. Along
with other Baruch students Sonia
Sendoya, Yolanis Barros, Daphne
Pena and Amada Santiago, LYHEP
was born with an aim to overcome
the obstacles Latino students face
when looking to graduate high
school and move on to college.
The numbers show that foreignborn Latino students are especially
at risk for not completing high
school. According to a 2007 study
entitled, “Left Behind in America:
The Nation’s Dropout Crisis,” three
out of 10 Latinos are reported as
being dropouts. This is what propels LYHEP; their goal is to reverse
this trend.
“I had this idea of helping the
Latino immigrants in New York
through education after I witnessed
my best friend graduate from high
school and college and then she
couldn’t get a job because she was
undocumented,” said Moreno. His
friend has no social security number. “For me that was a shocking
moment.”
Also a community activist in
Latin American neighborhoods,

LYHEPROGRAM.WEBS.COM

One LYHEP founder, Amada Santiago sits for a college informational session at Pan American High School.
Moreno understands very well the
mindset of newly transplanted foreign students who don’t believe
that college is an option for them.
Yet, because of the way many college admission policies are structured – essentially blind to legal
status and often offering financial
assistance to enrollees who demonstrate need – Moreno knew that
the barriers to higher education for
this population were not as impenetrable as they seemed. LYHEP’s
mission was to deliver this message
directly to high school classrooms.
“It is difficult to apply for entry
to college, difficult to be accepted
to college, especially if English is
your second language and/or you
are a recent immigrant, and difficult to afford college,” said Moreno.
This is why LYHEP specializes in
helping new immigrants, the undocumented, and also provides

ESL learning.
The program received its start
at the Pan-American International
High School in Elmhurst, Queens.
This high school, established in
2007 to accommodate Latino students with five years or less residence in the United States, had 172
students enrolled at the time. Early
participants from Baruch College
went on-site and conducted workshops for students on how to get
into college.
“We perform workshops for the
students that explain college life all
the way to how to write an essay to
get into college or to get a scholarship. Also, we work to involve the
parents because research shows
college success rates are higher
when parents are involved, “ said
Moreno.
In 2009, they scheduled a career
day at the school, which brought 15

multi-cultured professionals from
Verizon Inc., as well as professional
artists, musicians and law enforcement officers, each representing
the opportunities for foreign-born
graduates into their workplaces. “It
was great for them to meet people
who were once in the same situation as them and are now successful,” said Barros, LYHEP’s communications director.
A college fair was arranged that
gathered college admissions representatives from throughout the tristate region.
Throughout the school year,
LYHEP runs an after-school program that alternates extracurricular
activities like visiting local colleges
with socials outings, going to the
movies or going ice skating – essential activities which Barros feels
are meant to improve a student’s
experience in a new country by im-

mersing them into new fields, even
possible careers.
In the process of becoming a
nonprofit, LYHEP has already been
expanded to the Pan American
International High School in the
Bronx.
Moreno is attempting to expand the program’s college campus
chapters in New York City, incorporating other CUNY schools as a first
step before reaching out to private
colleges.
Moreno also sees opportunity to
one day expand the program internationally, beginning with the Dominican Republic and Colombia.
“We want to start with Colombia
and the Dominican Republic first,
because those are the countries
that Sonia and myself come from.”
If successful, LYHEP will extend to
other Latin American countries.
In the fall 2009 semester, an LYHEP club was officially established
at Baruch with plans to raise awareness on immigration issues, hold
events on campus, and to recruit
volunteers for the LYHEP school
program.
Though members of the club
are not required to mentor, Barros
stated that every member has ended up becoming a volunteer.
Since the program was established at Pan American, Moreno
has seen a major difference in students’ attitude toward college.
“Initially only 25 to 35 percent
of the students in the program we
polled knew how to apply to college, how to get financial aid, and
what college life was like. We repeated the survey the following semester and the new rates were 65 to
75 percent,” he said.
The students’ perception about
college has changed and now about
70 percent of the seniors are making plans for college.
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Rallying around music for relief
BY ANYA KHLAMAYZER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Baruch students contributed to
the relief efforts in Haiti by attending the Undergraduate Student
Government’s fund-raising concert
held on Jan. 28 in the Multipurpose
Room.
As students unwound from their
first day of classes with free pizza,
soda and a lineup of three local
bands, the theme of the free-admission event became rebuilding
and moving forward.
The last-minute benefit took
about two weeks to organize, according to USG Vice-President Aarman Torabi. “We had to move so
fast, because the tragedy happened
so fast,” he reflected. USG made
do with existing resources for the
venue and food, and used available
funds to buy an iPod Touch for a
donation-catching raffle.
Despite the time crunch, the
concert drew a crowd full of participants, who grooved between
music sets to an MC’s selection of
dance tunes. Malgorazata “Margaret” Mrzyk, a junior and a USG
representative, organized the concert program. Her assignment was
to create an “entertaining” lineup
and she looked to Brooklyn-based
bands for talent.
The three indie acts booked for
the concert were: So So Glos, Graffiti Monsters and Anamanaguchi.
So So Glos, true to rock etiquette,
began playing at 5:30 p.m. — half
an hour after the event began. Glos,

comprised of four musical brothers, bills itself as punk, but they
punched out a more infectious
brand of pop rock.
Just off a recent tour to promote their music on digital recording-based label Green Owl,
the group is practiced at pleasing
crowds. They had the audience,
who was dancing to club hits
minutes prior to the set, actually
jumping up and down.
The second band, Graffiti Monsters, spun synthesizerheavy songs that sounded freshoff the teenage MySpace circuit.
Their set was difficult to dance
to, but it was more interesting
than other synth-heavy bands
like Postal Service and Owl City.
Front man Mark DeNardo was
full of energy, encouraging the
audience to “rally ‘round a cause
that means something.”
Unfortunately, Graffiti Monsters played over the 7 p.m. time
limit for the event, and Anamanaguchi never took the stage.
Although the Haiti Relief
Concert is over, there is still time
to donate. USG President Tanvir Hossain is hoping to collect
$2,000 towards the cause within
the next two weeks — $1,000 to
cover the cost of the concert and
the other half to contribute to
DENIS GOSTEV I THE TICKER
Haiti.
The USG-sponsored Haiti Relief Concert featured performances by two local bands and a candle lighting ceremony for victims.
Every penny given to this
cause is indeed important, and
we must keep in mind that there loved ones in Haiti.
sored Black History Month events Doctors without Borders, and Partare Baruch students who are not
Raffle tickets for the iPod Touch on the second floor. All proceeds ners in Health Haiti relief efforts.
detached from this tragedy since can be purchased at school-spon- will go to the American Red Cross,

West Side Story wins new gang of followers
BY KERRI JAREMA

won a Tony Award last year for her
role as Anita and it is not hard to
see why. Olivo’s voice is considerably different from her work on
The Broadway revival of West
In the Heights, deeper and more
Side Story, the world-famous
self-assured, as she rips through
musical that explores race relathe production with sassiness,
tions, gang wars and the intense
strength and wit.
romance of doomed lovers Tony
Olivo garners laughs and great
and Maria, is a sweeping rejuapplause for her rendition of
venation of the 53-year-old pro“America,” and matches Scagliduction.
one’s soprano as well as anyone
The story follows two teenaged
could in their hard-hitting and
gangs, the Jets and the Sharks,
emotional number, “Un Hombre
living in the same neighborhood
Asi (A Boy Like That)/I Have a
in New York City. The Jets, the
Love.” She is the voice of reason to
American gang, are afraid that
Maria’s grandeur (much as Riff is
the Puerto Rican Sharks are takto Tony) and her confidence turns
ing over their territory. While at a
Anita into an unforgettable charschool dance, Tony, the leader of
acter.
the Jets, falls in love with Maria,
Olivo also has perhaps the
the sister of Sharks leader, Bermost breathtaking and dramatic
nardo.
moment in the entire production,
After seeing the pair dance
as Anita is attacked by the memtogether, the gangs organize a
bers of the Jets on her way to send
rumble, while Tony and Maria
an important message to Tony.
plan their future together in seHer fear and disbelief is palcret. The ensuing drama that unpable as she screams for help and,
folds is the timeless story of race,
once she is released, her hatred
loyalty, family and star-crossed
for the gang is more powerfully
love.
felt by the audience than almost
A minimal set allows the acany declaration of love between
tors to steal the spotlight and
shine. Matthew Hydzik, who reTOTALTHEATER.COM Tony and Maria.
The famous dance-steps and
cently took over for Matt Cavefervent finger snaps are featured
naugh (along with Rock of Ages Josephina Scaglione and Matthew Hydzik as star-crossed lovers, Maria and Tony, in the Broadway revival of West Side Story.
prominently, and while much of
alumnus, Jeremy Jordan), plays
West Side Story could be interpreted as corny
Tony with enthusiasm and fervor, never fail- neighborhood, that they came from divided chemistry is undeniable.
While Hydzik’s presence is felt most or unrealistic, the cast does a good job at
ing to make Tony’s hope for a better future families and hard times, and have simply
banded together to survive. The audience is throughout the entire production, Scaglione straddling the line between serious theatre
seem inspiring rather than naïve.
Hydzik plays well off of the stand-out John drawn to their plight, feels for them and is on does best during the most dramatic mo- and not taking themselves too seriously.
The entire cast is gold, taking the famous
ments, as she screams and cries over the tragArthur Greene, who plays Tony’s best friend their side — until the Sharks appear.
While the stand-out cast members from edy her love for Tony has inevitably brought story and making it their own, turning it into
Riff. The two have their stage bond down
pat, even after only about a month of perfor- the Jets are the male roles, the women rep- to her life. Her stand-out moment comes in something new, while also remaining true to
mances together. Greene’s character is the resent heartily for the Sharks. Josefina Scagli- the final scene, as all eyes in the audience are the beloved tale.
West Side Story is now playing at The Palemotional backbone of the Jets, and as the one, a 21-year-old trained opera singer from drawn to her devastation, the final image of
first character to appear on stage, swiftly and Argentina, has vocals that easily steal most the true anguish that racism and gang life can ace Theatre, located at 1564 Broadway (between 46th and 47th streets).
easily puts the audience into the mindset of every song she performs. Her voice leaps in create.
Performance schedules, ticket informaPerhaps the most famous and show-stopteenagers in the neighborhood, fighting for “Tonight,” displaying with just her vocals the
giddiness and optimism that Maria feels after ping cast member is Karen Olivo, who origi- tion and more are available at www.broadpride and rights.
It’s not hard for the audience to believe meeting Tony. Hydzik’s considerable vocal nated the role of Vanessa in the long-running waywestsidestory.com.
that the Jets feel entitled to control their chops play well around Scaglione’s and their Broadway smash-hit, In the Heights. Olivo
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Seyfried and Tatum talk love Revisit Jersey on Broadway
BY ANYA KHALAMAYZER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Amanda Seyfried of Mean Girls and Channing Tatum of G.I Joe play the latest lovebirds
dreamt up by Nicholas Sparks, reigning king
of romantic novels. Dear John, Sparks’ most
recent confection picked up by Relativity Media, is about Savannah (Seyfried) and John
(Tatum), two college-aged kids who fall in
love for the first time.
After one sun-kissed summer in South
Carolina, John re-enlists in the army and
Savannah tries to get over his absence by becoming involved with another man. Such a
plot can easily fall prey to onedimensional acting and fail to
tug on heartstrings. However,
in a January press conference,
Seyfried and Tatum maintained
their commitment to their roles
and to their belief that love can
save the world.
These romantic leads are
the first of their kind for Seyfried and Tatum. Seyfried is best
known as the air-headed Mean
Girl who believes her cleavage has “ESPN”, while Tatum
is known for his physically dynamic characters in G.I Joe: Rise of the Cobra
and the dance flick Step Up.
Curiously, Seyfried had to audition several times for the film. However, Tatum said, “I
was on board before I read the script.” When
he saw the movie adaptation of Sparks’ The
Notebook, he said, “My wife looked up at me,
bawling, and made me promise that we’ll die
in bed together at the same time.”
Moved by Sparks’ romantic style, which
Seyfried calls “unique,” the actors rehearsed
for two weeks in South Carolina. Tatum said,
“We knew we’d be digging our fingers down
in [emotion],” for which the best preparation
was “sitting on the beach with someone [Seyfried], looking them in the eye.”
Seyfried, however, said that Tatum was
a prankster on set. When asked about the
chemistry between herself and Tatum, she
said, “The only problem was looking behind
our back, making sure no one was coming
around to cause trouble.”
Tatum refused to comment on the nature
of his practical jokes.

The actors also spent time at military bases, mimicking the communication between
lovers who are separated by the war in the
Middle East. Although Stop-Loss was Tatum’s
first role as a soldier, he said that “not me,
or anyone else not in the Armed Forces will
know what it’s like to be a soldier.”
Both Seyfried and Tatum were touched
by the perseverance of the couples they saw.
Seyfried said that she met about a hundred
families at Fort Bragg whose husbands, wives
and fiancées have been deployed, and realizes she isn’t brave enough to go without
physical connection for so long.
Tatum empathized with the turmoil soldiers and their families go
through every time someone
is deployed. “The person not
being there -- it does funny
things to you. You start fighting about nothing, but it’s
because you really miss the
person.”
Seyfried and Tatum had
a point of reference in veteran dramatic actor Richard Jenkins (Oscar nominee
from The Visitor), who plays
John’s father. Tatum said JenSCREENCRAVE.COM
kins “came in with so much
character study and really took the character
to the next level. I do a scene in the hospital
and I think I owe the entire scene to him.”
He added that such an experience for an
actor is difficult to describe, “But when you
don’t know what you’re doing and you look
across from you and there’s someone who is
completely there for you … they make it real
for you.” Seyfried also said, “I almost forgot
sometimes that I was in a scene with him;
it blows my mind working with people like
that.”
Ultimately, Dear John passes the test of
its ultimate critics: the actors who bring the
film to life. When asked what makes Dear
John stand out against every other romantic
war drama, Seyfried summarized the film as
a timeless tale “about people trying to have
a relationship in an environment they can’t
control.”
Tatum agreed; “You could’ve taken John
out of the war (…) It’s about that first love you
can’t get right...it’s so hard to get that right.”
Dear John opens on Feb. 5.

BY SARINA SINGH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It’s easy to know that you have witnessed
a spectacular production when your feelings
at the end of the show exceed your expectations. This seems to sum up the mind-set of
most of the audiences who see Jersey Boys on
Broadway. This documentary-style musical
based on the lives of Franki Valli & The Four
Seasons could have been a cheesy and unrealistic production. However, the audience
learns, hates, and ultimately falls in love with
the characters, all while sitting on the edge of
their seats as the plot thickens.
Jersey Boys has captured the attention of
many theatregoers since it opened on Broadway in November 2005 at the August Wilson
Theatre. The current cast features Sebastian
Arcelus as Bob Gaudio, Matt Bogart as Nick
Massi, Dominic Nolfi as Tommy DeVito, and
Jarrod Spector as Frankie Valli. In some performances, Taylor Sternberg plays Valli.
Jersey Boys wouldn’t be complete without
the most popular hits from Valli & The Four
Seasons, including: “Sherry,” “Big Girls Don’t
Cry,” “Walk Like a Man,” “December 1963
(Oh, What a Night),” and “Dawn (Go Away).”
One of the biggest successes of the production is how seamlessly and cleverly the songs
are written into the production. “Sherry” was
the group’s first big hit, soaring to the top of
the charts when it was first released. Audience members of all ages can’t help but sing
along as the cast performs their renditions
of these timeless tunes, all almost identical
to the beloved originals. The loudest of the
karaoke outbursts comes as the first chords
of “December 1963 (Oh, What a Night)” are
played, as everyone in the crowd seems to
know and love the song.
Along with the singing, the theater also
resounded with laughter numerous times
throughout the production, especially when
Massi and Nolfi take over with their hilarious
dialogue, complete with local references to
the customs and culture of a “typical” Italian from New Jersey. By backtracking to their
roots, the cast helps the audience connect
with the members of the Four Seasons on a
personal level, separating them from their
musician personas.
This musical tells the story of four friends,
through the good and the bad, rather than

Trend Review
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take the easy way out by sugarcoating the story of the Four Seasons with their upbeat pop
hits and not much substance. At many times,
the journey of these four men is heartbreaking, dramatic and painful. What makes the
show so brilliant is its acceptance of this reality, laying everything out bare, from the soaring success to the inside jokes and the broken hearts that followed the men throughout
their road to fame.
The second act includes the show-stopping number “Can’t Take My Eyes Off of
You” which was Valli’s first solo recording.
The stage directions strategically place Bob
Gaudio backstage, watching Valli up front
and center, doing exactly what Gaudio wanted him to do all along — go solo and make
a name for himself, without tying himself to
Tommy’s mistakes or anyone else’s expectations.
Sternberg knocks the song out of the theatre, as he does with almost every song in the
production, sounding so much like Valli that
it’s easy to forget that it is not the singer performing himself.
The acting choreography, songs and stage
settings were all done unexpectedly well,
making this musical a wonderful experience.
Jersey Boys has been successful on Broadway
for so long because its actors fully immerse
themselves in the lives of this famous quartet, singing the songs as if they were their
own, feeling their happiness, heartache and
success as if it were happening on stage at
that very moment, rather than 50 years ago
in New Jersey.

Brooklyn brings bowling back

BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

 Chanel’s most fashionable followers are seeing
gray.
Ever since Chanel released their
Chanel Black Satin nail color, fashion has been looking to the brand
for inspiration on what color will
cause the biggest frenzy. It seems
their latest endeavor, the Chanel
Particulière, is it for the upcoming
season.
The mushroom-like mauve
shade recently made its debut on
the Chanel spring runway and sold
out almost instantly online. The
color is relatively subtle but still
packs a punch of punk and sophistication, making it one of the most
wearable trends on the runway. For
inexpensive alternatives, try Essie’s Chinchilly or OPI’s Moon Over
Mumbai.

UNCRATE.COM

BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

UNCRATE.COM

 The latest men’s jackets
are a blast from the past.

BAGAHOLICBOY.COM

The newest men’s jackets are
going back in time, taking formal
velvet garments and turning them
into classy, casual wear.
Traditionally, men’s jackets
have been made in lasting materials and classic colors, with sophisticated additions like silk lapels and
leather elbow patches.
Louis Vuitton recently displayed
expensive velvet waistcoats and
tweed blazers over traditional vests
on their spring runway, but these
jackets are perfect to wear for the
remainder of the winter.

The jackets are best worn in slim
cuts, to avoid looking like your history professor, and in deep colors
such as black, brown and charcoal
gray. The vest and blazer combination, when worn with slim wool
trousers, is perfect for work. Swap
out the trousers for dark wash blue
jeans, lose the vest underneath, and
the look is perfect for a night out.
Most of these jackets run at $100
and up, but the style and materials will last for a long time, and are
worth the investment.
Try a Sean John sport coat in
polysuede (a nice alternative to velvet) or a Lauren by Ralph Lauren
sport coat in brown herringbone,
both available at Macy’s.

Brooklyn Bowl, located in Williamsburg, is a new take on bowling
as entertainment for the 21st century. Opened just six months ago
on July 10, 2009, Brooklyn Bowl has
become one of the best spots for a
fun night out in the city.
So much more than your average bowling alley, Brooklyn Bowl is
a 16-lane bowling alley with seating
areas featuring comfortable leather
couches and huge screens above
the lanes that play everything from
football games to classic films.
Food from Blue Ribbon restaurant is served, smashing perceptions of the typical bowling alley
meal. Appetizers include everything from hummus to “Rock and
Roll” fries. Salads, sandwiches,
French bread pizzas and barbecued
meats make up the list of delicious
entrees, while various desserts and
a long list of drinks round out the
menu. The food is served both in
an intimate dining area and at the
lanes, allowing patrons to eat while
they bowl.
Brooklyn Bowl also features a
600-capacity performance venue,

where both local bands and bigger names like The Roots, Mayer
Hawthorne and Deer Hunter have
played shows. Every Monday, “Karaoke Killed the Cat” takes over the
performance space, as attendees
participate in free karaoke. Upcoming shows include a ?uestlove DJ
set on February 4 and a Hot Chip
DJ set on February 6.
The fusion of great food, hightech bowling lanes and live music is
sure to be a hit with anyone looking
to have some good-old-fashioned
fun in a whole new way.
Brooklyn Bowl admits only those
21 and over, except on Saturdays
and Sundays from noon to 6 p.m.,
which are all-ages hours. Brooklyn
Bowl is located at 61 Wythe Ave.
between N. 11th and 12th streets in
Williamsburg.
Out of 5
Food: 
Service: 
Atmosphere: 
Price: $$ (15-30)
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Science
Nokia and
Apple showcases new iPad Apple war
BY HSI CHAN
BY OLGA GLAZMAN

SCIENCE EDITOR

There’s a new member in the
Apple family. Introduced Wednesday, Apple’s tablet device, the iPad,
will be available in 3G and 3G-less
versions.
Not only does the iPad boast a
9.7-inch multi-touch screen and
a battery life of 10 hours — which
according to Apple CEO Steve Jobs,
will enable it to run in standby
mode for a month — but the device
also has a fast processor and motion sensors.
Running a variant of the iPhone
OS, the iPad will be able to run both
existing iPhone applications and
new iPad applications.
During the product’s launch
event, Jobs demonstrated web
browsing, painting, gaming, and
reading on the iPad.
Users can also access their
email, watch movies, and listen to
music on the 1.5-pound gadget.
While existing devices like netbooks have these functions, Jobs
said t the event, “Netbooks aren’t
better than anything. They’re just
cheap laptops.”

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

APPLE.COM

The new Apple iPad tablet device weighs 1.5 pounds and is approximately the size of a piece of paper.
Pricing for the iPad ranges between $499 for the 16GB without 3G

to $829 for the 64GB version with
Wi-Fi and 3G, according to Apple’s

website. But customers will have to
wait two months to order.

TV link with heart disease
BY ALEXEY KUSHNEROV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Australian researchers recently
finished a six-year-long study that
tracked the behaviors of 8,800
adults and concluded that hours
spent in front of the TV increase
the risk of cardiovascular disease
(CVD) related death.
Researchers surveyed 3,846
men and 4,954 women, ages 25
and older, and recorded their daily
television viewing habits from
1999 to 2006. While the association
between cancer and watching TV
was only a modest 9 percent, the
correlation between CVD death
and TV viewing was a substantial
18 percent.
Furthermore,
those
who
watched more than four hours had

an 80 percent increased risk for
CVD-related death and a 46 percent
increased risk of death from stroke,
cancer, and other various causes
than those who watched less than
two hours of television daily.
Researchers even took into
account independent and common
CVD risk factors including:
smoking, high blood pressure, high
cholesterol, unhealthy diet, obesity,
leisure time exercises and excluded
people with CVD or a history of
CVD from the study but they still
observed a strong correlation.
The study concludes that any
prolonged sedentary behavior
such as sitting at work, school and
in front of the computer or in a car
may pose the same risk to your
health.
“The human body was designed

to move, not sit for extended periods
of time,” said Dr. David Dunstan, to
sciencedaily.com, the study’s lead
author and head professor of the
Physical Activity Laboratory in the
Division of Metabolism and Obesity
at Baker IDI Heart and Diabetes
Institute in Victoria, Australia.
The findings also apply to
people who have a healthy weight
and not only to individuals who
are overweight or obese. “Even if
someone has a healthy body weight,
sitting for prolonged periods of time
still has an unhealthy influence on
their blood sugar and blood fats,”
Dunstan added.
Although this study was
conducted in Australia and not on
American citizens, its results could
likely be replicated in the United
States. The average Australian in

the study watched only three hours
of television daily compared to the
average American who watches up
to eight hours.
Another factor that could
further exacerbate the results of
this study if it was conducted in the
United States, is that two-thirds of
all Americans are either overweight
or obese.
The authors concluded in the
study that, “although continued
emphasis on current public health
guidelines on the importance of
moderate- to vigorous-intensity exercise should remain, our findings
suggest that reducing time spent
watching television (and possibly
other prolonged sedentary behaviors) may also be of benefit in
preventing CVD and premature
death.”

iKnow: Honing time management skills with calendars
BY STEVE GUTTBINDER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Time management is a useful yet
difficult skill to master. However,
students can learn to use technology to manage their lives more efficiently. Online calendars are not
only simple to use, but can even integrate with a student’s cell phone.
Below are some extra features that
can enhance time management
skills beyond scheduling.
Sharing Your Schedule and Calendar Subscriptions
Most calendar services allow
users to send a subscription link to
people they know so that they can
keep track of their busy and frequently updated schedule. These
subscribers can follow events in
their personal calendar applications including iCal, Outlook or the
many online calendar websites.
The best part about this feature
is that when you make a change to
your calendar, it automatically updates everyone who is subscribing
to it. Calendar subscriptions can
also be used to track certain types
of events such as a football team’s
schedule or popular U.S. holidays.

Calendar Invitations
Calendar invitations help a
meeting organizer keep track of
how many people plan to attend
a specific event. Most online calendar applications offer a feature
where users can RSVP in order for
the organizer to plan accordingly.
This is a great feature for planning a
meeting or party without using any
third-party service.
Embedding a Calendar
Online calendars can actually
be embedded into a web page. Embedding a calendar allows a user to
update the content of a web page
without actually have to alter the
code. Since the web page is drawing the information from the hosted calendar’s site, information only
needs to be updated in one place.
This allows users to easily manage identical calendars that are
viewed on multiple web pages. This
is a handy feature if you have regular meetings such as club events
that you want shared on your publicly viewed website.
Smartphone Synchronization
Smart phones and some fea-

ture phones, such as BlackBerries
and iPhones, have the ability to
subscribe, edit and add events to
online calendars. Instructions to
sync your device to a calendar can
be found on the calendar service’s
website. This is a perfect solution
for a student
who is always on
the go.
There
are
many
different
calendar
services on the
web. Below are
some popular
STEVE GUTTBINDER
options:
Google Calendar
Google Calendar is a free online
service that is part of the Google
Apps suite. In addition to calendar
sharing, embedding and synchronization, Google Calendar offers a
notification feature that can send
your mobile phone text messages
that include event reminders and
information regarding invitations.
Google Calendar also has a “Daily
Agenda” feature that will e-mail
you every morning with the day’s
events. Google Calendar is free for
all users.

MobileMe
MobileMe is Apple’s online services suite. Among the many things
that it allows a user to do — including photo sharing, remote server
access and push e-mail — calendar
synchronization is one thing it does
best. MobileMe also allows users to
share their calendars with other
users around the world through
universal iCal formatted subscriptions and a website link. Calendars
are also updated automatically and
instantaneously whenever an event
is added or edited. MobileMe is $99
for a one-year subscription.
Exchange Servers
Microsoft Exchange, a technology used by many major corporations, allows its users to share
calendars, synchronize multiple
devices, and allow different users
who have access to your calendar
make appointments using programs such as Outlook, Entourage,
iCal (Snow Leopard), and other
third-party solutions. Exchange
servers are usually the most expensive option in regards to the needs
of an individual consumer.

Nokia, the world’s biggest cell
phone manufacturer, and Apple,
the maker of the popular iPhone
smartphone, are currently in the
midst of intense patent litigation. In
October 2009, Nokia sued Apple for
allegedly infringing on 10 patents
that covered wireless data, speech
coding, security and encryption.
Apple countersued in response, accusing Nokia of infringing on 13 of
their own patents.
Although it’s not clear why
Nokia has decided to sue, there are
numerous possible reasons for this
course of action. According to analyst Gene Munster, Nokia is seeking
to hasten the process of obtaining
patent royalties on every iPhone
sold after original discussions took
over a year. However, an article in
The Business Insider says it’s possible Nokia sued Apple to gain access to multi-touch patents, not to
get money.
Apple denied infringing the
patents and claimed that Nokia’s
patents are not valid and shouldn’t
be enforced. “Other companies
must compete with us by inventing
their own technologies, not just by
stealing ours,” said Bruce Sewell,
Apple’s general counsel and senior
vice president.
Currently, Nokia has licensing
agreements with 40 other firms allowing them to use the firm’s technology.

TMCNET.COM

The N97, one of Nokia’s touchscreen
competitors to the Apple iPhone,
features a slide out physical keyboard
and a 5 megapixel camera
This is not Nokia’s first dispute
with a rival company. Qualcomm
Inc., a U.S.-based chip maker, sued
Nokia for the infringement of 14
patents. This battle took nearly
three years to resolve, and ended
with Nokia making a $2.5 billion
upfront payment to Qualcomm.
There is no telling what the
Nokia-Apple lawsuit will result in,
but the International Trade Commission, with whom both Apple
and Nokia have filed legal action,
has the power to ban Nokia and Apple products in the United States.
After Nokia submitted complaints
to the ITC asking for a ban on Apple
products, Apple retaliated by asking
the ITC to block imports of Nokia’s
phones to the United States.
Consumers may not need to fear
though, wrote Tony Bradley in PC
World magazine. He reveals that in
many similar patent cases, the parties ultimately reach a settlement
that results in either a payment to
one party or a decision to crosslicense and share technology. Historically, the companies and their
consumers will likely remain unscathed.
While speculation still surrounds Nokia’s and Apple’s battle,
one thing is certain: it’s not over.
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One minute back for Doomsday Clock
BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR

Citing increased awareness
of global climate change and increased nuclear security as contributing factors, scientists moved the
Doomsday Clock back a minute.
The clock now set to six minutes
from midnight (midnight indicates
the end of the world), was created
in 1947 by the directors of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists at the
University of Chicago and symbolizes “the world’s vulnerability to
catastrophe from nuclear weapons, climate change, and emerging
technologies,” according to the Bulletin’s website.
This is the 19th adjustment of
the Doomsday Clock since its inception more than six decades ago.
“Leaders of nuclear weapons
states are cooperating to vastly reduce their arsenals and secure all
nuclear bomb-making material,”
said BAC directors in a statement.
“And for the first time ever, industrialized and developing countries alike are pledging to limit
climate-changing gas emissions
that could render our planet nearly
uninhabitable.”
Last April, President Obama
and Russian President Dmitri Medvedev both made promises that will
potentially reduce the number of
strategic nuclear warheads in each
country from 2,000 to 1,500. While
the BAC praised the strides that
have been made in nuclear disarmament in the United States and
Russia, there is concern that Iran’s
nuclear ambition and international
trafficking of enriched uranium and
plutonium will nullify these gains.
BAC directors also commended a joint American and Chinese
agreement to reduce greenhouse
emissions last November. The Unit-

ed States and China are currently
the two largest producers of greenhouse emissions in the world.
In an opinion piece in The Los
Angeles Times, Lawrence M. Krauss,
co-chairman of the Board of Sponsors of the BAC, stressed that the
public needs to continue pressing
their governments to reduce nuclear stockpiles and increase initiatives to slow climate change.
“Governments won’t find the
political will to follow through unless the public demands it,” wrote
Krauss. “For that to happen, scientists can’t just warn of impending
doom; we have to dispel the misconceptions that make it easy for
business-as-usual to persist.”
The directors of the BAC, which
includes 19 Nobel laureates, also
released a list of goals that require
international cooperation. In addition to further nuclear disarmament, the BAC also called for

strengthening the International
Atomic Energy Agency’s directive to
oversee transfer and development
of nuclear materials. Another item
on the list is retiring coal-powered
plants and investing in renewable
energy technology.
The last adjustment to the clock
in 2009 was response to a North Korean test of a nuclear weapon and
to Iran’s nuclear ambitions. This
was also the first time in the clock’s
history that BAC directors factored
in the risks climate change posed
on the world. At that time, BAC directors changed the clock from 7 to
5 minutes to midnight.
In a statement, Kennette Benedict, BAC’s executive director, said
that cooperation is the key to a safer
world.
“But a handful of government
officials, no matter how bold their
vision, will not be able, on their
own, to deal with the threats to civi-

lization that we now face,”she said.
“Leaders and citizens around
the world will need to summon the

courage to overcome obstacles to
nuclear security and climate protection.”

TIME.COM

The Doomsday Clock was created in 1947 by the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists.

WIKIMEDIA.ORG

Since its inception, the Doomsday clock has been adjusted 19 times in response to global developments concerning nuclear weaponization and climate change.
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#10 Bearcats are California kids
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

The men’s volleyball team has
begun the 2010 season showing the
NCAA Division III they are here to
stay.
Currently, the team is ranked
10th nationally in the NCAA Division III, beating out MIT and Nazareth College. According to the Baruch athletics website, this is the
highest ranking achieved by the
men’s team in the past 25 years.
“It is pretty exciting,” said Coach
Allison Stack, who has been coaching the men’s and women’s volleyball teams for the past four years at
Baruch. “I expected us to do well
this year.” This is her third season
with the men’s team.
The Bearcats also had an impressive record last year. They finished undefeated against CUNY
schools, with a 14-0 record.
This past weekend, the team
traveled to California to compete
against UC Santa Cruz, who is
ranked #2. They left confident and
energized to be on the road and
playing two games. Stack says that
if the team wins either of the games
against Santa Cruz, they will move
up to the #9 ranking, but if they
do not surpass Banana Slugs this
weekend they will still remain at

the #10 ranking.
The team has managed to make
Baruch history even though up until last week, they were missing two
of their starters due to injuries.
“We need to build up a lot of
team chemistry,” said Stack. “We
aren’t sure what line up we want to
go with, we have the talent, but not
the chemistry yet.”
But with eight wins under their
belt and only one loss, their chemistry seems to be increasing. The
Bearcats’ only loss took place to
weeks ago when they fell to Rivier
College, which is currently ranked
#5.
“We beat that team last year
when we weren’t ranked and they
were, so they wanted revenge,” said
Stack. “I think it will be a different
story next time.”
Confidence and excitement
comprises the coach’s attitude,
and she says the team is feeling
the same, especially with hopes of
moving up along the ranks of the
NCAA.
While the team is still being
molded and the final two starters have just rejoined them, Stack
says junior Pablo Oliveira, is a key
player. “He is leading the team offensively.” She also mentioned that
Eryk Kowalski has “really stepped
it up.”

To keep up with their ranking
and reputation, the coach said they
are “playing a really tough schedule
and practicing everyday.”
Stack says the next important

game is on Feb. 27, which will be
played at home.
Their goal for this season is to
make it to their fourth CUNY Championship in the past five years. “The

championship will be at Hunter,
which is only [a few] stops away
from Baruch and we really need the
support this year,” said Stack.
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The men’s volleyball team continues to thrive while moving up in the NCAA Div. III rankings.
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Women make Hunter the hunted
BY SPENCE PACKER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Lady Bearcats closed out
the first month of the New Year
with a victorious game against their
rival the Hunter Hawks. The ARC
Arena was buzzing before the game
with anticipation about the match
up, which started the spring 2010
semester off on a high note for the
team.
Prior to the game, Megan Bouwens, a junior on the team said,
“Last time the game was close and
they expected to win, but we pulled
through. This time they will be after
us. We are a better team and cannot play down to their level.”
While practicing three-pointshots, team captain Monique Salmon provided some insight as to what
crucial aspects would be needed in
order to come out victorious.
“We basically need team defense. If we can stop them, our
offense will come in to play. If we
maintain our composure we should
win.”
The game started out with Hunter missing a few shots and then a
field goal. Baruch soon scored a
two-pointer of their own, and then
took the lead with a free throw.
In the next five minutes Baruch
took a nine-point lead. It then appeared as though Hunter would
catch up, however Baruch pulled
away, finishing off the half 32-22.
In the second half, Hunter continuously looked as though they
would catch up, only for Baruch
to pull away. By the time the game
ended
Baruch had a 15-point victory,
60-45.
With both teams being such
heated rivals, it was no surprise that
the contest was physical from the
opening tip to the closing buzzer,
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The women took care of business, defeating their hated rival Hunter to keep their undefeated CUNAC streak alive.
with both teams committing several fouls.
“The game is about adjusting

to the referees”, said team captain
Kalea Davis. “You just have to be
physical like the other team, when

Jets’ future bright
The impossible was in their “kiss Belicheck’s rings.” He boasted
grasp. Up 17 – 6 with two minutes that the Jets, a franchise which
left in the first half, the Jets had the hasn’t seen a Super Bowl since
Colts right were they wanted them Broadway Joe was taking snaps,
would be in the White House
to qualify for the Supermeeting President Obama
bowl. Then it happened.
before his term was up.
The NFL’s modern day
His bold talk was backed
Hercules, Colts quarterup by his actions on draft
back Peyton Manning,
day. Ryan traded up in the
half man, half football
draft for the number-five
god, parted the green sea
pick to select another charand surgically dissected
ismatic leader, quarterback
the Jets going into halfMark Sanchez of the Univertime, leading a scoring TIM PETROPOULOS
sity of Southern California.
drive that cut the lead to BEARCAT PROWLER
The two swaggering rook17-13 and swung the moies took New York by storm,
mentum in favor of Indiaearning the nick names “Fatman
napolis for good.
When it was all done, the final and Robin” from the New York
score was 30-17. Manning scorched Post.
Starting the season 3-1 and
the Jets’ number 1 ranked defense
with 377 passing yards and three earning a win over the hated Patritouchdowns, while crushing the ots in which Sanchez looked BraCinderella-story Jets’ glass slipper dy-esque, the two were on top of
and ending their roller coaster ride the world. Then came the 100-foot
drop. After a flurry of interceptions
season.
It all started when the Jets de- thrown by Sanchez, blown time
cided to hire charismatic Baltimore outs by Ryan, a heart-breaking loss
Ravens defensive genius Rex Ryan to the Falcons, and one infamous
as their rookie head coach. He hotdog, everyone, including the
was the polar opposite of former head coach himself, considered
head coach and Bill Belichick dis- gang green’s playoff hopes all but
ciple Eric Mangini. Ryan was there dead.
With the help of the mediocre
to breath new life into a stagnant
second-tier talent of the AFC and
sports franchise.
In his first press conference he playoff-ready teams resting their
boldly stated that he was not here to starters on, the Jets stormed back.

After beating the inferior Bengals in the first round of the playoffs, the Jets went to San Diego to
take on the Chargers, a team widely
considered the best in the AFC, in a
game in which they were given no
chance to win.
With the combination of Ryan’s
number-one defense, Sanchez’
poise and confidence, and the
number-one rushing attack in the
NFL, the Jets shocked the world
and beat the Chargers 17-14.
Although they did not reach
the Super Bowl, they made major
strides. For the first time in ages,
Jets fans have something legitimate
to look forward to in the future.
Next season, the Jets will have
a good foundation to build on.
Ryan and Sanchez will be one year
older and one year wiser. Monster
defensive tackle Kris Jenkins is returning from his injuiry, as is running back Leon Washington, one
of the most explosive players in the
NFL. Rookie running-back Shonn
Greene, who emerged as the Jets’
best play maker in the playoffs, will
also have one more year under his
belt along with the knowledge that
he can perform on the game’s biggest stage.
With a good draft and a solid
free agent period, they should rank
among the elite powers in the AFC
next season.

team did not leave with the same
excitement of a usual victory and
still plan on working hard to beat
the Hunter Hawks again in two
weeks.
“Tonight’s game did not mean
much, it’s just another game. We’re
trying to peak at the right time. I
don’t think we peaked today,” said
coach Machli Joseph. “It’s not about
the record, it’s about playing good
basketball at this time in the season. We were not fluid; we didn’t
play like ourselves. I’m happy with
the victory, I’m just not excited with
how we got it.”
“Games like this are important
for the team, mentally. You have to
be able to stick together to get that
win,” said Davis.
Davis, like her coach, was not
fully satisfied with the performance
of the team.
“We were not our best, we have
had better games. We had too many
turnovers,” said Davis. “As a team
we can successfully get out of conference games based on our talent,
but we have to keep in mind that
as we go further on in the NCAA
tournament talent alone won’t win
us games. Other teams are just as
talented.”
The Hunter win made nine conference wins for the Lady Bearcats,
continuing their undefeated conference streak that dates back to
last season.
On Feb. 3 the Lady Bearcats will
match up against fourth seeded
CCNY, as they look for their tenth
conference victory.
Davis noted what the team’
strategy will be as they continue
into their season. “We have to stay
strong, review our mistakes and
make adjustments.”

the refs won’t give you fouls.”
Although the Lady Bearcats left
the court with a win, the coach and

Alum take the court

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

Bearcat alumni pose for a picture with the current men’s team after the game.
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR

In between the men’s and woman’s basketball games, Baruch paid
homage to their past men’s basketball players in their annual Alumni
game.
In a game that featured 35-foot
three-pointers, crazy lay-ups, goggles and of course the occasional
knee brace, the most important
feature of the game was fun.
“They really made it a really fun
atmosphere,” said Phil Shatz (Baruch ‘07). “It’s great to come back
and play with all these guys again.”
While current Bearcat forward
and temporary Emcee Billy Falkenhainer cracked jokes over the loudspeaker and classic hits like “Stayin
Alive” by the Bee Gees and “Super
Freak” by Rick James played in the

background, many former Bearcats
were competing, a term used very
loosely, on the court with the home
team winning 56-54 when the nonstop 30 minute clock that was used
for the game turned to zero.
“There is no better experience,”
said Miguel Malave (Baruch ’09),
who put on his very own dunk show
after the game was over. “You come
here and enjoy your time and you
cherish the moments and memories that you had, and in the end we
all share a few laughs.”
Even current Hunter coach and
former Bearcat player Michael
Kotrozos (Baruch ‘99) took a break
from the rivalry to play a game with
his old teammates.
“It’s weird to be on the other
side but I’ll always be a Statesman,
[or Bearcat] at heart.” he said.
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Men beat down rival Hawks
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR

The Bearcats protected home
court in the true “Battle of Lexington” when they defeated their hated Lexington Avenue rivals Hunter,
82-68, on Friday night in the ARC
Arena.
Four Bearcats were in double
figures in scoring and the defense
held Hunter to just under 37 percent shooting, including 1-16 from
beyond the three-point line as the
Baruch dominated the Hawks from
beginning to end.
“We all get up for this game, we
all get pumped for it, this is our
big rival,” said junior William Falkenhainer, who played only seven
minutes in the game but did a lot
of small things to contribute to the
victory. “It’s really good to beat
them, it’s a lot better [then a normal
victory] to beat Hunter.”
Junior Lionel Hilaire, 24 points
(18 in the first half ), opened the
game on fire, converting the
Bearcats first eight points, including two deep three-pointers, in the
opening minutes of the game to
put Baruch up 10-2 in the opening
minutes. The Bearcats built on the
momentum and completely dominated the first half, at one time
leading by 22 points, and led 45-27
going into halftime.
“[Hilaire] is the catalyst on this
team,” said Falkenhainer. “When he
comes out big and starts the game
like that we know we are in for a
good night.”
Hunter came out of the gates in
the second half on fire, opening the
half on a 15-5 run to cut the lead to
50-42 with 15 minutes left in the
game.
“We always seem to do that for

some reason, every time we have
a big lead at half-time we come
out a little slow,” said sophomore
Chris Beauchamp, who finished
the game with 17 points and seven
rebounds. “But we knew what we
needed to do, and once we got it
back we pulled away.”
After a time out by head coach
Ray Rankis, the Bearcats put it to-

gether, going on a 14-7 run of their
own over the next six minutes, essentially stealing the game.
“Once we really got loose and got
back in the groove of it, that’s when
we really came out and played the
way we know we can play,” said senior George Kunkel about the Baruch rally in the middle of the second half to close out the game.

Kunkel finished with only seven
points in the game but that wasn’t
his important stat. His 10 rebounds
on Friday night put him at 1003 for
his Baruch career, making him the
first ever Baruch basketball player
to record 1000 rebounds in a career.
“It feels really good, I’m like the
lone guy on top there,” said Kunkel

in a humble manner. “It’s definitely
a good feeling, I’m proud.”
The win pushes Baruch to 15-5
overall and 7-2 in the CUNY Athletic Conference.
“It’s a big win for us,” said Falkenhainer. “It allows us to go into
the weekend feeling good about
ourselves, but we still have a lot of
work to do.”
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The Bearcats dominated rival Hunter from beginning to end for the victory while team captain George Kunkel became the first Bearcat with 1000 career rebounds.

Baseball puts ring on championship season
 Bearcats presented with championship rings on Friday night to commemorate 2009 CUNYAC championship
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HERE TO STAY

The men’s volleyball team, ranked #10 in the latest NCAA Div. III polls, head to California to take on their toughest task of the season. PAGE 32.

